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I N S T I T U T E F 0 R S T R A T E G I C S T U D I E S 

EUROPEAN STUDY COMMISSION 

Minutes of the Sixth Meeting, held at 
the Centre d'Etudrede Politique Etrangere, 

54, rue de Varenne, Paris VIle on 
5th and 6th January, 1965 

Present: General d'Armee Beaufre (In the Chair) 

Signor A. Albonetti 
!Vlr, Leonard Beaten 
Dr. Karl Birnbaum 
Mr. Alastair Buchan 
Baron General del Marmol 
Dr. Curt Gasteyger 
Mr. Niels Haagerup 

Apologies for absence: 

Herr Wilhelm Cornides 
Dr. Nils rOrvik 
Mr, Eril{ Seldenfaden 
Dr. Klaus Ritter 
Dr. Theo Sommer 

Professor Michael Howard 
Dr. L.G.N. Jaquet 
M. Jean Laloy 
Herr Uwe Nerlich 
Signor A. Spinelli 
M. Jacques Vernant 

General Beaufre welcomed Monsieur Laloy to membership of 
the Study Commission in succession to Monsieur de Rose, and 
welcomed the presence of Dr. Birnbaum as an observer. 

l. PROGRAMMES OF THE NA'riONAL INSTI'CUTBS 

I 

It was AGREED to defer an exchange of views on th.e programmes, 
adopted for 1965 in the national Institutes until a subsequent 
meeting when Herr Cornides and Dr. Hitter could be present, 
since the initiative for this exchange had come from the German 
side, 

2, EUROPEAN-AMERICAN CONFERENCE, DITCHLEY 

Mr. Buchan circulated a preliminary list of proposed part
icipants for the European-American Conference which it had been 
agreed to hold at Ditchley, near Oxford, from 30th April - 2nd 
May, 1965. After discussion it was AGREED to leave the final 
selection of participants in Mr, Buchan 1 s hands. With regard to 
the theme of the Conference, while no decision was taken dn the 
precise subject there was general agreement that it should deal 
with the general problem of relations between nuclear and non
nuclear powers, including the nuclear problem within the Alliance 
the problem of nuclear dissemination and the feasibility of any 
form of guarantee to non-nuclear powers. 

General Beaufre reported on the provisional arrangements for 
the Conference of his own Institute on May 13th-14th, to Which 
members of the Study Commission were invited, It was not~d that 
General Beaufre's Conference would be primarily concerned ,with 
strategic theory, whereas the Ditchley Conference would be 
concerned with policy, 

3. NEXT MEETING 

It was AGREED that it would not be practicable to hold a 
meeting of the Commission during March, The next meeting will 
therefore be the European-American Conference at Ditchley from 
30th April - 2nd May, 1965. 
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I N S T I T U T E F 0 R S T R A T E G I C 

Summary of Discussion 
at the Sixth Meeting, 

held in Paris on 
5th-6th January, 1965 

'l:UESDAY MORNING, 5th JANUARY· 

DISCUSSION ON THE INTERNATIONAL SITUATION 

1. ~evelopments in British PoliSI 

STUDIES 

Professor Howard opened the discussion. He recalled that at 
the previous meeting--he had made three predictions about British 
policy: (1) that the Labour Government would be more alliance
minded and would make less fuss about Britain's status as a great 
power; (2) that they would seek some kind of alliance policy for 
Britain's nuclear forces; (3) that they would abandon the MLF 
project. In a sense these predictions had come true, but not in the 
way anyone would have expected, 

He did not feel competent to discuss the Government's economic 
policy. The dimensions of the economic crisis which faced the new 
Government and the responsibility for that crisis was a very complex 
and controversial business. However, Labour had faced a considerable 
balance of payments problem which had to be solved by drastic m13ans. 
He thought Labour's reaction to this crisis was largely explained 
by two factors: (a) straightforward inexperience, combined wit~ the 
intellectual insularity of a large proportion of the Labour Party, 
and (b) a determination not to allow Ministers to be told what to do 
by the professional civil servants. He suspected that (b) accounted 
for many of the b~tises committed by Labour during its first fort
night in office, 

Regarding. purely defence issues, although many problems were 
still Unresolved Labour's actions had been very predictable. Harold 
Wilson had effectively blocked the MLF proposal; he had made very 
clear in Washington Britain's fundamental opposition to the original 
proposal and had persuaded President Johnson to put it on ice. The 
ANF proposal was an attempt to meet everyone's requirements: to put 
Britain's strategic nuclear forces under some kind of alliance 
umbrella; to make it possible for the French to do the same if they 
wished; to satisfy the German requirement for some kind of equality; 
to persuade the Russians that nuclear proliferation would not be 
involved; to persuade the left wing of the Labour Party that this 
would not prevent disarmament, and so on, Essentially, Professor 
Howard thought, it was meant only as a framework for continuing 
discussion about the problem of nuclear control within NATO, which 
was the crux of the problem; he wondered however whether other 
members of the Commission thought the ANF proposal constituted a 
basis for negotiation, 

Inevitably in the world situation, the Government has been 
almost obsessed with problems East· of Suez arising first from the 
development of Chinese nuclear capability and secondly from the 
stepping up of Indonesian aggression. The defence of Malaysia at thE 
moment enjoys overriding priority in the Ministry of Defence. With 
regard to the Chinese problem and Britain's obligations towards 
India, although the Government's explicit reservation of a prop
ortion of Britain's strategic bomber capability for operations East 
of Suez was undoubtedly damaging to their European policy Professor 
Howard did not see what else the Government could have done. Were 
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Britain's entire nuclear capability to be placed under NATO control, 
so that it could not be used East of Suez without the consent of a 
European concensus, this would be seen in Bri tair< as a direct 
encouragement to the Indians to develop their own capability. To 
have something to offer the Indians, and to have some form of nuclear 
back-up for Britain's definite military strength in that area, did 
preserve a certain balance, did discourage proliferation, and also 
satisfied the considerable domestic pressure of &~ emotional kind in 
Britain that she should remain a power in the Far East. 

Professor Howard felt that one area where this emphasis on Far 
Eastern commitments would be felt in Britain was in the field of 
weapons development, Hitherto Britain had maintained two different 
kinds of army, for highly sophisticated warfare in Europe and for 
jungle patrols in Borneo. But some members of the new Government 
for economic reasons favoured concentrating on simple weapons which 
might or might not prove suitable for use in Europe, rather than · 
concentrating on sophisticated weapons and using them as dual purpose, 

Mr, Buchan emphasised Professor Howard's point that the ANF 
proposal ~~ssentially a negotiating position. The whole dis
cussion on m MLF/ANF might well take a completely new turn in the 
course of 1965 and it might prove necessary and desirable to set it 
in a much broader context. The /.rJF proposal, unlike the !V!LF proposal, 
was specifically linked to a non-dissemination agreement in that the 
powers which participate in the multilateral element of the ANF 
would, as a condition of this multilateral element coming into being, 
adhere to something lil:e the Irish UN resolution - a declaration on 
non-dissemination for the nuclear powers and a declaration on non
acquisition for the non-nuclear powers. He expected these discus
sions to take the form not of a blueprint to try and make the ANF 
into a workable operational concept but of the beginnings of a much 
broader discussion about the problem of non-dissemination; and if it 
transpired that the ri~ht course was a non-dissemination agreement 
by the nuclear powers lwhich would obviously eventually have to 
include France, although China would presumably not be a party to it) 
this might contain within it some form of guarantee of an:y non
nuclear power, whether in alliance systems or not, that was under 
any form of nuclear threat. This was still an embryo idea, but 
many people in the Labour Government hoped for these broader dis
cussions rather than for detailed negotiations on the ANF. 

Personally he thought the Labour Government had made a serious 
psychological mistake in laying so much emphasis on Britain's r6'le 
East of Suez; it would be harder to get a sympathetic hearing for 
their ideas by proposing a plan which starts by withdrawing a large 
part of the British force for action East of Suez. It would have 
been much sounder to regard the whole force as subject to the planning 
framework of NATO, subject to a certain British right of withdrawal. 

General Beaufre commented on this last point that Britain had 
reacted very much as France had reacted in regard to NATO at the time 
of her own crisis in Algeria; this reaction was very human. With 
regard to Professor Howard's observations, (leaving aside the MLF, 
which he suggested taking under the heading of American policy) he 
felt that they reflected the adjustment of a new government faced 
with two new problems - an economic crisis and Indonesian aggression 
rather than fundamental changes of position. These two problems had 
provoked strong reactions, but essentially national reactions. Tl.e 
Government was still settling itself in, 

1.1, Laloy had no general co!DIIients on what Professor Howard or 
i':!r. Buchan had said. · But he was much concerned with the idea of a 
guarantee to non-nuclear powers which are not in any alliance; this 
was an extremely complex question and raised formidable problems. 
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f::his point aroused gene~al interest and'it was,felt that si~ce 
issues of fundamental importance involvj_ng the v1hole relationship 
between nuclear and non-nucJ.Gar powers were involved there might be 
a case for devoting a subsequent meeting of the Commission to this · 
question. It was agreed to give eome preliminary consideration to 
the problems involved during the discussion on the Chinese bom.2..:J 

M!:• Be a: ton thought it might 'be helpful to say. something a bout 'the 
AlqF. J!'irst of" all this did not yet amount to even a negotiating 
position: it 'was a series of propcisiti\)1!.§.• · Therefore it was not yet 
a substitute for ·the MI,F proposal. ' · · · · 

As he understood· it, Labour had returned to :the proposition in 
the Nassau communique that Britain should. put her Polaris submarines ' . ~ . . 
into NATO, that'the US should put in an equivalent number, and that 
a high proportion of the Brit~sh V-bomber force sl-,ould be committed 
to NATO; Labour has added, the proposition to combine with this a 
multilateral element in which others would' enter .(they have said it 
should !lQ.1 be a sea-borne force); 'the nations·making up thi8 gr'ouping 
of explicitly strategic forces to the· alliance· should jointly own the 
ent:Lre force, which-would be committed to NATO by the countries con
cerned and be con1Inanded in the NATO chain of command. 

~- ' . . ' 

!vir. Buchan had already mentioned t-hat participating countries 
would be required- to adhere to the Irish resolution. Britain and the 
United States ahd_ any participating country wh.ich vmnted it would have 
a veto.over the use of_the entire force. Labour had_suggested that 
they did not wish to par:ticipate in the mixed-manned element (which 
was the original Conservative position). Therefore they expected to 
have a veto over the mixed-manned element in 'which they were not 
participating, and over the J~erican submarines, and everyone else 
would have the same! ·Labour had suggested that the.veto of the mixed
manned powers: should be exercised collectively, but this had not been 
spelt out. Mr.· Beat on d·id_ not rate· the ·chances of success very high 
for this series of propositions. · . . . 

He believed that the Government had- decided to retain a proportion 
of V-bombers as a means of retaining a reasonably independent element 
within the confines of- the.ir own doctrine. But the emphasis should 
not have been put ori a nuclear· r8le ·East of Sue~;' there could be 
quite a backlash in the Eas·t about this. :B..·i tain had a considerable 
stoc}~pile of nuclear bombs and a substantial force with nuclear 
capability .('the naval: bombers and light bombers) apart from ·the V
bombers, and no-one has-suggested that ·this should be part of NATO. 
Also the Polaris submarines would be-under 'full British control with 
a full British -communi'cations system .in the J\,t1·antic (although a 

. communications system would not be created for them in-the ·Pacific). 
. . ' . . . ' . . . 

On the qu~~ti·on of ownership;· the formula vias that 'if the alliance 
came to an end'these weapons would be-under full British control and 
could be withdrawn. Labour's view was that the alliance would not 
end, of course; but this "point in small print in the insurance 
policy" did leave open a possible eventual return to national owner-

_ ship and control. · 
. . . ... 

"Re-negotiation of the Nassau 'agreement" which had formerly been 
the declared intention of Harold ih1son,-·was very dif:t'icult to detect 
in-the statement after the Washington talks. The--Prime Minister had 
been· surprisingly successful in this vis-a-vis his own party.' Mr. 
Beaton thought the reason vias that the Labour left arid anti~nuclear 
opinion in Britain has become muc.h less concerned with the British 
independent deterrent than with the Il'iLF and the problem of prolifer
ation within the allirmce. Harold Wilson had realised this and had 
concentrated on taking a strong anti-MLF line. But Mr. Beaton felt 
that despite the strength of hi·s opposition, 1\l.ir. Wilson had only 
succeeded in persuading President Johnson to drop the pressure for the 
MLF because of the trouble the MLF had already run into in so many 
other quarters, 
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Mr. Buchan, replying to a question from N..!_La.J.:QY about planning 
in the ANF, said this would take place in a control group (as 
proposed for the old MLF), to which the participating nations would 
belong. This control group would be "in NATO" but not identical 
with the NATO Council. There was some equivocation about the rel
ationship of the ANF control group to NATO and Signor Brosio had not 
yet succeeded in obtaining clarification. The commander of the force 
would be "in the NATO chain of command". Mr, Buchan thought that the 
British Defence Minister really meant that SACEUR had too large an 
area of command, without actually spelling out that he wanted the 
appointment of a second Supreme Commander for nuclears. 

Asked by Gener,:l del Marmol who would actually fire the weapons, 
Mr. Buchan said it was clear that the basic idea was the same as for 
the !IILF: at a certain point of a crisis the control group would 
decide to release the weapons to the force commander and it would 
lie within his absolute judgement whether to fire them. He added 
that as with the MLF, the control group would have to work on the 
basis of unanimity. None of the proposals for majority voting had 
any real chance of acceptance, 

General Beaufre and M, Laloy commented that this left outside 
the problems of the allied concept of planning and the relationship 
of the force to the American force. 

Mr. Beaten added that while all the movement had been on the 
Ol'm.er'Ship and control side (because of the position which Labour had 
taken up), crisis management, which was the real problem, was now 
being talked about more, and he felt sure that things would start 
to move in the right direction. 

Herr Nerlich said there was a lot of confusion on the German 
side about the ANF proposal. Personally he shared Mr. Beaten's view 
that at present it was no more than an attempt to build a nego+iating 
position. But it was felt that whatever may come out of the ANF 
proposition, it could not give the Germans the same satisfaction as 
the MLF. Therefore he anticipated strong opposition on the German 
side. 

On the MLF itself, the German position was reasonably familiar. 
There were however three new aspects which had a bearing on this 
issue: (1) The likelihood of a non-proliferation agreement coming 
up again; Germany faced a dilemma because her position was that she 
could join such an agreement only if the MLF were in existence. 
(2) There was some feeling that a degree of nuclear thinning-out 
might occur in Central Europe over the next few years; one of the 
arguments in favour of the MLF was to have a fall-back position in 
case this happened. (3) Greater emphasis was being laid on the MLF 
not as an end in itself but as an option for determining the final 
German position. It was felt that essentially the Soviet Union and 
France viewed. the MLF in such a context, and this added to the 
political importance of the MLF. 

Dr. Gasteyger found it hard to determine the German Government's 
attitude towards the British proposition, although he was not aware 
of any real opposition. He thought Bonn would require some guarantee 
that the minimum they would have obtained from the !IILF would be 
obtainable from whatever came out of the At."!F discussions, and that 
mainly concerned command and control. He wondered about the British 
Government's view·on a German veto, since it seemed under the new 
arrangements that the German contribution would be considerably 
less important. 
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Mr. Beat on replied that since .the British Government saw the 
ANF mainly as an anti-proliferation device they wGre not worried 
about the number of vetoes. 

, General Beaufre saw as the main point of the British proposition 
that they wanted to be a larger element in the ANF than they would 
have been in the MLF, and they wanted to .reduce the sea-' borne element. 
Therefore Germany's contribution would be correspondingly less 
important. He imagined the principal German objection to the.ANF 
would be precisely that the balance of advantage from the force had 
now been shifted in favour ·of Britain. · - · 

·• n 

M. Laloi ·said the French Government was as ·opposed to the ANF. 
proposal as it ·was ·to the MLF •. 

With regard to public_opinion, the ANF was in a sense .. helpful 
to the Government. During the debate in December for-the'first time 
a split in·opiriion between·supporters and opponents of the new policy 
had become apparent. Unfortunately the opponents did not have a 
solution. There was a certain.opposition t 0 .the national force which 
has become more coherent and has got a certain amount of support in 
the country, and a number of ideas were beginning to circulate although 
not in any precise form. The British proposals however made it more 
difficult for those who dl:' not see a European solution. : · 

M, Ver:hant added that as long as there seemed to be any chance 
of eventual participation in some form in the MLF they did not oppose 
the British proposi t.ion ·in ~~!'l sense that it conf?.isted of. a certRin 
number of ideas in principle.. Previously the Br'j. tish proposition 
could be considered by the French Government not o:hly·as.an instru
ment Working against the MLF but also as a means for arriving at a 
formula for some coor'dination along lines developed by some people. 
·Personally he had thought that the British proposition was very vague 
and contained-certain elements which could allow itto be.shifted 
away from the conc~pt :of a closely. integrated· Atlantic force. However, 
it seemed from what had been said that there ,were uncertainties in 
the British position and no ·possibility of fitting _the two Govern
ments' policies toget?.er. 

~ ' - . -
Professor Hoviard asked how seriously Frenph i:Jp~nion t'ook the 

argument that it-·was ~--er.essary to give some satisfaction to German 
aspirations for nuclear· responsibility. _ 

M, Vernant asked in return what were the.German aspirations? 
He was anxious to dispel any misunderstandings as to whether France 
had any intention of allowing or •encouraging ac:t;ive.German partic
ipation in the building .or· control. of a Frenc;h nuclear force. This 
was quite false and out of the question. But -the. question of what 
Germany wanted precisely had never .been treated-in a practical 
fashion, 

Mr. Haagerup, thinking back.on the fate of the European Defence 
Community, was concerned about the long-term German reaction if 
negotiations just dragged on inconclusively. It seemed a decision 
would be postponed until after the German elections, possibly even 
until after the French Presidential election. He thought it possible 
that more nationalistic tendencies might develop, particularly within 
the Free Democratic Party which might be. in a decisive position after 
the elections. The 'Germans had been fooled . over the ~DC, and now it 
seemed they would not get anything out of the ANF either. He wond
ered if he was alone in worrying about the long-term reaction when 
this state of affairs was fully realised in Germany. 
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· Herr NerTich agreed that the· Fr.ee Democrats were m.uch more 
nationalistic than ·the other .parti.es·,. although they were .opposed. to 
the MLF. He very much doubted, however,. whether· they yvould be. i:!f a 
strong position after the elections. 

. ~ . . 
.. · i'l!r. Buchan said it was clear· that in"Washingt<in Mr~. vtn·son had 

· . ·been· told ·that if he· could sell hi·s plan· to· the Ger!J!ans. wi tho.ut'. a ·. 
multilateral· element he was welcome·.to try and the Americans would go 
al'ong With it; '·but if he could~n·o.t, the .. Americans we_re COJl!llli:t.ted to 

. . . 

a multilateral element .in the force with G.erman pa:r:t.i.c_ipatiori and ~Mr. 
liilson would have to live with that.,: The_ danger. of -German .disappoint
ment and of its effects within Germany was at the front of everyone's 
mind - perhaps riot: so near ·the front• of··Ha:t.old Wilson '.s as it ought 
to be, but certainly at the front of .American minds, .. :. 

2, Developments ·in· United States ·Policy . · . .· 
'< • • . • . • ~· ~4. 

.. General ·Beaufre, .taking up a ·question of !!h.J!aloy .about ~he real 
.in;tentions of the United States,- parti·cularly in regard· t.Cl_ 1;he MLF, 
considered that American methods ·had changed rather than intentions • 

.. ' In contrast· to· the ""grand design" of the Kennedy .era -and, the persistent 
· assert.ion of 'American· domination, the aggress.ive ·dipl:omacy-.in.support 

• of the· MLF, ·. etc ~,::·there was now :a 'new w.ay of .dealing with allies, with 
more subtlety and-less apparent dictatorship. Cez:tainly·so far as 
France was concerned the new method would be more successful. The 
pomprouii~e:reac~ed;at Brussels would not ·have. been possible.earlier. 

. ,_. . '-' .. ~. '· . . . . . . - . .... . 
&... Liiloy :coljriilented: timt French ~pposi ti~n ·to 'the liiLF .had only 

mounted between August and December; .previously she.had been . 
.. indi'fferent towards· it. ~ · ·. " . . . · · · · · .. 

. " . ..... :. ~ . ' 

. General Beaufrer did not se·e that· this affected :his argument. 
For a time the· officials had. ·been running .Washingto.n while Lyndon 
Johnson concentrated on his·internal position •. But now the President 

- p'ad taken pliarge again and had initiated a: new ,policy or' 'consultation. 
·This did not ijieari: that 'American policy had changed; but the means 
1iad changed and this was: important. :. .. • · 

... 

' . 
. Mr. Beaten pointed to President Johnson's fundamental belief in 

.P-i~· 0wn ·ability· •to ·'·Square~ anyb.ody which he had. demonstrated with 
Congress· and 'int'ended to demonstrate ·with Preisident de ()'aulle, the 
Soviet leaders, and everybody e'l'se, ·All policies had become subject 
to his determination to establish what would amount to a series of 
special -relationships ·from which· .compromis.e. policies can ·be derived. 

• ·• • • ' ; . I ; • - ~ 

_.,. · Mr. Buchan wa:s'•very doubtful· wh~t.her ·this would. in ·fact lead to 
compromises: the' ·same'· pe·ople were· in office and t.he same issues as had 
created difficulties before remained. in evidenc.e. ..There V{as a limit 
to the ·extent to ·which: President .Jolmson could: square all these 
circles. · · · · 

Mr; :Beat on· ·made· the fur~h:er point ·that at, the momen'\i, both 
]lresid.ent Johnsbn and Ii16Namara were. completely prEi'occupied ·with 
·Vietnam; · Buropean issues. to them :were· terribly secondary and utiim-
portant •· . · •' · · · · · . ' , · .. . . · . ~. .-

4 '- ~ •• •• '· : • :r t 

.. Generai. Beaufre .·referred to rep~~ts of .. NATO studies. ori a proposal 
for a nu·clear minebelt along'Germany.'.s -eastern fronti~r. and the 
possible· use of .nuclear mines or tactic.al atomi.c. we~pons ~ :Reports 
after the· la:st' NATO Council meeting indicated .that· the Far East . 
would have priority 'in American thinking·; .and·:he. thought this was 
true; but the. ;fact :or their~ being· .pre·pared ·:to give consideration to 
a matter of great preoccupation to Germany indicated·· a more subtle 
and sensitive treatment of allies. 

< 
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Signor Spinelli wondered whether the new Administration was 
preparing any fresh initiative on disarmament. 

General Beaufre considered that the two aspects of particular 
interest to the United States were the supply of fissile material 
(in which the United States had a considerable economic interest) and 
efforts to prevent proliferation; there had been some discussions on 
these two points. 

Mr. Beaten said that if the MLF proposal were formally abandoned, 
then the Russians and the Americans were fully committed to a non
proliferation agreement. With regard to fissile material, the J~er
icans had a ~roposal to give over 60,000 kg (sufficient for up to 
20,000 bombs) to international control if the Russians would give 
40,000 kg. He did not know where the Russians would find 40,000 kg 
but if the Americans were talking about that kind of level they must 
haye that much material to spare. 

Mr. Buchan expected some initiative during 1965 on an extension 
of the test ban to cover underground testing. Techniques for detec
ting underground tests from a distance have now been considerably 
improved, and the US was reported from Washington to be very inter
ested in this question. Negotiations would turn on some degree of 
on-site inspection. The Americans were also showing interest in 
the earlier Johnson proposal for a freeze on existing delivery 
systems. They were very anxious to find some way of agreement with 
the Russians not to go into anti-missile systems, on which they 
believed the Russians were working very actively. 

Mr. Beaten foresaw the problem that the only way for the United 
States and the Soviet Union to establish their superior status over 
the next round of nuclear powers would be by means of anti-missile 
missiles so as to be able to stop small nuclear forces. · 

Mr. Buchan pointed to an imbalance of Soviet and American 
interest on this issue: no problem would arise for the US unless 
Mexico or Canada became nuclear powers; whereas the Russians could 
be threatened by the French or British or Indians or Chinese. The 
impression was held that the Soviet interest in anti-missile systems 
was directed not so much against the US as against the smaller 
nuclear powers. 

Mr, Buchan took up a remark of Herr Nerlich's earlier in the 
discussion that some thinning-out in Central Lurope was likely. Had 
he any evidence? 

Herr Nerlich mentioned evidence that the Americans were cutting 
down their tactical aircraft. 

htr. Buchan replied that this was being done for economic reasons, 
not as part of a bargaining process. 

Herr Nerlich countered that this was not clear to many defence 
people in Germany. The feeling was growing that the present deploy
ment in Central Europe was no longer stable and that a vacuum may 
develop. The Germans were looking in two directions: towards short
range battlefield weapons for local defence, coupled with various 
demolition means, and towards longer-range weapons for use outside 
the Central European area, weapons which could destroy the Soviet 
Union bQt which would not destroy Eastern ~urope. There was great 
interest in the Pershing and some pressure on the Americans to supply 
it, either as an additional element in the IViLF or perhaps under a 
double-key system. Therefore to a certain extent Germany was inter
ested in thinning-out to the extent of intermediate interdiction 
forces previously deployed on targets in Eastern ~urope. He made it 
clear that there was no intention to link these ideas with the Rapacki 
Plan. And of course these ideas would depend upon American support. 
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Mr. Buchan said he had been surprised to learn of the atomic 
mine proposal, because previously the German objection to any 
proposal for a fixed fortification type of defence along the eastern 
border was that this would tend to freeze the _division of Germany. 

Herr Nerlich said there had been much confusion about this 
proposal, mainly in the press; only Der Spiegel had put it correctly. 
Nothing had been said about a minebelt or anything which was likely 
to harden the division of Germany; what was under consideration was 
merely a selective deployment of these mines, and this was being 
studied in the context of the ideas he had just referred to. The 
objective was to have a certain automacity, to have the break not 
between nuclear and conventional weapons but between certain nuclear 
weapons, the atomic mines being the first step. But again, the 
Americans would take the final decision. 

General Beaufre objected that this proposal would increase the 
danger of escalation. Moreover another serious problem was involved: 
meteorology. He referred to an exercise held a few months previously 
in the south-east of the Alps with a small number of mines to 
evaluate their possible use. The wind was from the East and the 
whole of the fall-out came down on the division which believed itself 
protected by the mines. The prevailing wind blew from East to West, 
and a westerly wind could not be sufficiently relied on for such an 
operation not to create a greater hazard to the Western than to the 
Eastern troops. Thus these mines would prove a double-edged weapon. 

Dr. Jaguet- raised an issue which he thought might be discussed 
further under the heading of the Far East bu-t; which he wanted to 
put in the context of general policy: if Britain was putting 
great emphasis on the situation in Malaysia and the Americans were 
completely preoccupied with Vietnam, was there any disposition in 
Washington to see a grand design, with China accorded top priority 
in the two countries' policies? 

Mr. Buchan did not see an element of grand design. Both 
countries regarded their current Far Eastern operations as an 
unfortunate necessity hoped to be of short duration. Britain was 
spending something like £80 million a year in foreign exchange in 
the Malaysia operation, at a time of severe balance of payments cris:is~ 
the US was reported to have four divisions' worth of officers tied 
down in Vietnam. But it would be false to deduce that the problem 
of China had replaced the problem of Russia, 

Dr. Jaguet felt strongly that if there were no grand design, 
there ought to be, A major problem could arise in international 
politics if the two biggest powers of the West, spending so much of 
their economic and military power in distant countries, did not 
concert their policies; quite apart from the merits of the case, 
Vietnam or Malaysia could become issues of Western policy. 

!llr. Beaten felt that Malaysia and Vietnam ought not to be 
compared. At the moment Malaysia did not raise a great power issue 
or impose major policy questions on Britain; she was dealing with a 
clear-cut case of aggression, and t.c1e situation was manageable 
militarily. Vietnam was a much more subtle question, raising profound 
issues for American policy, and much harder to handle. 

Mr. Buchan saw the force of Dr. Jaquet•s argument. But he was 
troubled by thinking in Britain, which had become more evident 
recently, which assumed that Lurope had stabilised itself and that 
Britain's real commitment lay in the Indian Ocean and in being number 
two policeman to the Americans. Personally be believed Britain 
should consider her commitments outside Europe in specific rather 
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than in general terms. A lot of this Britieh thinking was affected 
by nostalgia. At the moment the Americans did feel Vietnam to be 
more important than'anything going on in Europe; 'but he did not 
bel'ieve there had been any profound decision to shift priori ties from 
,one . theatre to · anothe;r. 

Profe'ssor Howard commented tl1at .the fire brigade has t'o go wherE' 
the fire happens to·be. • A' great difference between the US and Britain 
was that if the Vietnam situation really quietened and there was no 
need for military intervention there, no~one would be happier than 
the Americans, whereas the British service people would be horrified 
to find.there was no need to maintain a base in Aden· or Singapore, 
The British services .. are orientated towards action overseas, 

3. The Italian poli+.ical scene .• . ' 
Signor Spinelii Said'that·after the long crisis over the Presi

dential election a general .;realignment of all the political forces 
was in process. The Christian Democratic Party was particularly · 
affected: the lamentable lack of party discipline displayed during 
the presidential crisis had had wide repercussions, The two Socialist 
parties had emerged'from the.crisis closer together; this was a 
much quicker rapprochement than anyone would have thought possible 
and a regrouping of the Socialist forces was now within the range of 
short-term possibil_i ties, The crisis within the Communist Party was 
deepening. Its electoral success had been as a social democratic 
type of' force rather than. as a .revolutionary force. :The party was 
rethinking its programme and its future. A strong element within the 
Communis·~ Party favoured the construction of a urii ted social dem
ocratic a.nd'communist party; on the other hand a minority of the 
Communist Party had voted for Fanfani because the majority said vote 
for Saragat. At the same time the Liberal Party had gained ground 
and was moving in the direction of a conservative· party of the Right, 
but not. !'lXtremist .• ·Thus 'the prospect of a political realignment 
rather of the Belgian type could be envisaged, with a moderate Liberal 
Right, ·a Social Democratic s_ector and the· Communists; but not on the 
lines of a popular front, and a stronger discipline among the 
Catholics. · · ·· 

·: 

But the long dravm-out crisis 'showed how weak the Government was, 
Fortunately_the.new President was a. strong personality, able to take 
an active part in affairs and witha keen interest in foreign policy. 
He was firmly ·committed to· a moderate centre-left policy and would 
use his .influence iri that direction. · .. Signor Saragat 's interest in 
foreign affairs·would help to correct the"Government's-weakness in 
this field: ::iignor.Moro had never been interested in foreign affairs
and was . very much a.· party personality. . On European policy, he · 
thought Italy would be able to maintain something of the Saragat 
initiative towards democratisation of the Community. With regard to 
the lVILF, however, he ,exp.ected .Ita~y .to adopt a policy of wait and 
see.. Signor Saragat had great sympathy for Britain, especially for 
the Labour Party, and would wait to see· if the l\iLF would take a 

.form that Britain could join.· If Britain did ·not join eventually, 
he doubted whether ~taly would either.. . 

With regard to the economy, the danger· of inflation had been 
overcome more or less .. by :classic methods. However, a difficult ·. 
situation. persisted .in so far· as investment had still not been 
resumed, showing that capital was still holding to a policy of 
reserve. · 

Si~nor Al bonett'i endorsed Signo'r Spinelli 1 s general line of 
argumen. HI:) entirely agreed with his observations on Signor Saragat 
and the strengthening effect his presidency would have on the poli
tical scene. The London Times had been quite right in its comment 
that the best man had been elected by the worst method, 
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He thought the Italian political. scene was entering on a highly 
interesting period which would· be full of surprises. ·A major f~ctor, 
which overseas opinion must keep particularly in ·mind, was that ·a 
centre-left government in Italy was something· completely unknown. 
?E!;rsopally he welcomed the centre-left experiment and belie.ved gdod 
would'. come from it, but it was essential to understand the tremendous 
'strain which tl:).is experiment imposed on the fabric of Italian demo
iJtacy at a time when a diffi.cul t economic situat-ion and- the existence 
ii'·t a itrong .Communist Party.also :created _problems;-. However, he saw 
this ·as a crisis of developni'Emt ·rather than wea.kiiess. · · 

• t • • ' ' ' 

:· lj:e was not sure a·bout ··a realig~ent .of 'political forces.- The 
COIIUll1Allist Party was not in a real state of crisis:-. this was a·dream of 
c e;rt'?:l,p. intellectuals, of Left and Right, Certainly it was in the 
throenf of an internal argument, and there were two tendencies, but 
no. more so than the Socialist Party for example;-- ·He expected party 
discipline to prevail, and any effects. would be felt in the very long 
term .• - The Communist Party had .a different position in Italian public 
lit'e ,'from the other parties and. it was illusory ·to imagine one could 
pl~y the party game with them.- · . - . 

Signor Spinelli had spoken' cif a serious crisis i~ the Christian 
Democ:ratic Party; he was not' too worried about. the.ir situation. The 
Ch;ri~tian Democratic Party was the. one major party that had never 

·had a split; its· great strength was its ability to accommodate mino
ri 1;y ·_tendencies. He would like. to see a rappro.t;:hement of the · 
Soq;i.alist forces, btit he was sceptical about this happening. The 
whole history of the Italian socialist movement was·one,of splits 
whicl:).·weakened their position; at the moment there were more 
div~s.ions within each soci~list party than between them, . . . 

. l . . ~ 

Signor ·s:(?inelli, asked by __ General del Marmol about the means 
av~i).\;lble to t>ignor. Saragat to exercise an influence on affairs, said 
that·when Parliament was functioning properly the President had 
nothing to do; but if Parliament were paralysed the President had 

· con13~i tutional powers, . He . nominate.d. the Prime Minister whq, although 
he ml!st present himself for endorsement by Parliament, has_power at 
one!'! to govern. The President had the right to dissolve-the Chamber 
if -~here was no majority for a government. Furthermore he exercised 
an U!1Written authority.in so far as from the time of Signor Gronchi 
onwa:i_;ds the.tradition had become established for the President to 
foll.ow closely the work·of Parliament ancl t'o take a particular 
intefest in foreign. policY,. While he had no formal po~er, _·he· had 
come· to have a great influence on the orientation of policy. _ Thus 
the personality of the Pre?ident was of considerable importance, 

• ' -' • ' ' • r ' 

In reply to M. Laloy; who wondered.how·encouraging the prospects 
were· of the Communist Party evolving in the diret;:tion of other 
pci],.:j.tical parties, Signor Spinelli.said that 'if there were a major 
if)ternational crisis, or. an economic crisis> then the Communists.· 

·would gain in their present mould;· btit if ·detente abroad and·· an· 
af.ti~ent society at home were maintained, .then.the eyolution would 
coift:tnue. . Essentially communism in Italy was in the same posi tio;n 
as'sgcialism in Europe at the end of the last century.· The Commun
is.ts ·.had to come to terms with a social situation which was riot 
revolutionary. But obviously there were different trends within the 
Communist Party. He mentioned a document of Togliatti's which on 
the subject of international communism in the world of today had 
spoken of the need for strong international solidarity but proposed 
different roads in different regions; · Togliatti had stressed the· 
need for a policy for the Western world, but was attempting-not to 
have this tied to the Soviet _communists. Signor Spinelli thought 
it a point of weakness that the Italian and French parties were not 

.in agreement; their combined influence would be so much greater, . - ; 

- . "· .. 

' 
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TUESDAY AFTERNOON, 5th JANTJAI!1, 

DISCUSSION ON THE INTERNATIONAL SITUATION (CONT.) 

4. The Far East 

General Beaufre opened the discussion by outlining his personal 
impression of the situation in Vietnam following his reqent visit. 

The situation in Vietnam was well known and over-publicised, 
Regrettably, by according maximum publicity to what were no more 
than local incidents (he had arrived the day after the famous 
destruction of J®erican aircraft by the Vietcong) the Western press 
was playing the enemy's game, because the psychological warfare was 
even more important than the military campaign in that situation. 
The Vietcong wanted psychological results much more than military 
successes, and they were seeking these results by sure and well
tried methods. 

At the same time the Vietcong were waging a political and a 
military campaign. Their plan was political agitation in the towns, 
and guerrilla action for military objectives in the countryside, 
subverting and enlisting the support of the local population when 
they can. There was no need for alarm about the military situation. 
In so large and densely wooded a country incidents on the local 
level could not be avoided; but these incidents did not affect the 
over-al:~ military position which was relatively stable. 

The political situation was another matter, The present state 
of affairs fundamentally resulted from the fact that Vietnam found 
independence before finding her true national personality. The 
country ~ested on Diem's dictatorship and he held it together but, 
like all dictators, he was a bad one, his rule became increasingly 
oppressive and corrupt, and eventually the iooericans had to get rid 
of him. But since his fall the country has been in a state of 
disaster, No-one was ready to take over: there was no ruling class; 
the Vietnamese bourgeoisie had no sense of national loyalty. Among 
the political elements, the Catholics suffered heavily as a result 
of Diem's excesses. The Buddhists and the students, which became 
increasingly important, were heavily infiltrated by the Vietcong; 
they were not ~ for the Vietcong, but they were manoeuvred by them. 
Unfortunately the Americans, having supported a dictator, tried to 
atone for their guilt by supporting a democratic regime; they played 
up what they thought was the opposing· party, the Buddhist movement, 
with the idea of opening a basis for popular support, 

It was important to understand the extent to which the Buddhist 
movement was political rather than reli9ious. The Buddhists were 
divided into two streams, the "petits vehicules" which could properly 
be considered a religious movement in that it did have a clergy, 
a heirarchy and a philosophy, and the "grands vehicules" which was 
the Chinese tradition, in reality a mixture of confucianism, taoism 
and ancestor-worship which was very far from the true Buddhism. This 
stream did not have a proper clergy or heirarchy or permanent 
institutions. The famous bonzes who set fire to themselves were 
not monks in the Catholic sense of the word but volunteers for death; 
the bonzes were entirely political figures. The Buddhist claim to 
be the majority religion in Vietnam was not· true; nearly one-third 
of the population was "grand vehicule" Buddhist and thus not truly 
Buddhist at all, there were other sects (such as Cao Dai and Hoa 
Hao), as well as the Catholics and other Christians and the 
agnostics. But they presented themselves as a political movement 
representing the majority opinion in the country oppressed by the 
Catholics under Diem and were backed by the Americans who imagined 
them genuinely to represent the opposition. With their continuous 
campaign of militant agitation they increase the political insta
bility which pla;rs into the hands of the Vietcong, and the 
situation has been steadily deteriorating. 
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General Beaufre had personal links with the South Vietnam a:rmy. 
The army did not enjoy a good reputation, it was said to be unwilling 
to fight and infiltrated by the Communists. So far as he could judge, 
this reputation was unjustified, It was a significant force of some 
200,000 regulars organised in nine well-equipped divisions with modern 
weapons, led mainly by career officers. It had been fighting for the 
past ten years, mostly without relief, and this increased its sense 
of cohesion. The army had no use for romantic battles, it understood 
the uselessness of certain operations. Incidents such as the ambush 
at Binh Gia the previous week did not mean that the army fought 
badly; such incidents were unavoidable in this endemic war in which 
there were no set battles. The problem of the Vietnamese army was 
not the army in itself, it was the problem of the leadership. If the 
leadership took a coherent form and was united, then it would be a 
considerable factor for political stability and indeed would be the 
only one in that unhappy country. 

To sum up, the political situation was sliding towards disin
tegration while the military situation was not too bad and could lead 
to some stability if the army stayed united and did not divide into 
factions and did not m3ddle too much with internal politics. General 
Beaufre had talked with General I(hanh, whom he knew, and other mili
tary leaders, and if the political situation got beyond a certain· 
point General Khanh was ready to intervene. This was a ver.y young 
army - all the generals were less than 40 years old. They were Young 
Turks and not ready to show great wisdom or restraint. That was on 
the debit side. On the credit side, since a year ago when General 
Khanh was dictator, he did not believe the Generals were tempted to 
take power directly, although they had just recently dissolved the 
High National Council. But the diffifulty remained of supporting a 
civil povrer which is weak and inefficient. 

There remained the question of the Americans. General Beaufre 
had talked to General Taylor and others, Although nothing had been 
said officially, it was clear the Americans were seeking possibilities 
for disengagement with Asian support. The Americans were preoccupied 
by the question of loss of face; to avoid this they were attracted 
by the idea of bombing Tonkin or targets in North Vietnam with the 
aim of creating an international incident sufficiently violent to 
bring about negotiations which they would enter in a position of 
strength, to avoid entering negotiations as a piece of capitulation. 
He was convinced there could be no possible solution other than by 
negotiation, and obviously this must involve China, which in turn 
involved the question of US-China relations, Thus the problem of 
Vietnam impinged on the world scene. · • 

Asked by Signor Albonetti if he were less pessimistic than the 
lvestern press seemed to be, General Beaufre repeated that militarily 
things were not too bad, The situation could hold for a long time 
so long as the army held together and the Americans were determined, 
American war-weariness was the key, like the French war-weariness 
in Algeria. But in the end, of course, the outcome could only be 
the loss of South-East Asia. The question was whether it would be 
lost completely or whether there was any possibility of its 
neutralisation, with South-East Asia not necessarily tied to the 
Chinese position. · 

Signor Spinelli commented that in this type of war, with both 
a military and a civil aspect, the comraunist aim was both to win 
territory and to establish a certain kind of organisation of society, 
Therefore political organisation as well as military capability 
was needed to resist the Vietcong. Did the South Vietnamese have 
any means of protecting the population, and in particular did they 
have any organisation of cells not just for military resistance 
but for civil organisation which could administer any territory won 
back from the Vietcong? . 
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General Beaufre repli9d that Diem had made a start:at building 
up a local security organisation, but when he fell everything 
collapsed with him, But since the Vietnamese army has been rebuilt 
by the Americans a policy has been adopted for "pacification" which 
involves building up the real Vietnamese society, that of the rural 
areas, This did not apply to the towns, because while the Vietcong 
foment political agitition they do not constitute a physical threat 
to the towns. He had visited settlements which were functioning 
with a hospital and key administrative services and officials. The 
plan for pacification involves giving priority to economic recon
struction, since when they re-occupy a former Vietcong zone they find 
nothing there and have to build from scratch. In the rural reas 
he found a very serious and determined attitude towards this problem. 
Unfortunately this did not apply to Saigon: the capital has become 
no more than a background for political manoeuvre. lVlr. Buchan 
mentioned the activities of the Head of the British Advisory !Vlission, 
Mr. Thompson, in organising strategic hamlets in Vietnam on the 
pattern he had so successfully developed in Malaya. Gnneral Beaufre 
did not think Mr. Thompson's methods had been successful in Vietnam 
because the problem was different; in Malaya the enemy came from 
outside and was easily identifiable; the Vietcong merged with the 
local population. 

General Beaufre criticised the American policy in regard to 
their "advisers". They sent a large number of officers, few of them 
well qualified, for a very short period, They should have done the 
opposite. The period of service was 12 months - while the Vietnamese 
army has been fighting for ten years. Basic misunderstandings were 
inevitable between these "advisers" who had nothing to say and the 
Vietnamese veterans. 

Asked by General del Marmol about the possibilities of any 
solution of neutralisation, General Beaufre said he really meant 
agreement on non-intervention, There were certain possibilities of 
an American agreement with North Vietnam on a stand-still. A factor 
favouring some kind of agreement was that the North would certainly 
welcome an armistice in the present campaign. Against this was the 
serious problem of what to do with the Vietcong at present in the 
South: would an arrangement for a cease-fire lead to the withdrawal 
northward of the revolutionary troops, or would they remain in the 
South, and what would their status be? The 1954 agreements were not 
an encouraging precedent. The Vietcong were a minority among the 
people of South Vietnam, but they were highly skilled in the 
technique of creating cells and exerting an influence far beyond 
their numerical strength. 

M. Laloy questioned General Beaufre's point that negotiations 
must involve China, He was not sure about this. If some agreement 
could be reached with Hanoi, surely Peking would accept it? Much 
more significant, however, was the reported American readiness to 
disengage. If this was true, all kinds of possibilities for move
ment would open up provided there were no precititate action. 

General Beaufre said that certainly some agreement could be 
reached with Hanoi for a standstill. But a settlement could only be 
reached in the framework of American negotiations, and if negot
iations came about as a result of a bombing incident it must bring 
in the Chinese. The Chinese base at Tonkin was very important 
politically. This would put the Russians in a difficult position. 
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M. Laloy returned to his point. Undoubtedly Peking, as the 
major power, would be a signatory as well as the two Vietnams to 
any settlement. But if an agreement could be negotiated directly 
with the Vietnamese, why should Peking not put her seal on it? 

General Beaufre replied that the difficulty was that Hanoi is 
not officially a party to the dispute, Also there was the question 
of the status of the Vietnamese National Liberation Front - the 
problem was to avoid bringing the Front into the Government at 
Saigon, what General Khanh called the "apertura a sinistra", 

M. Vernant said clearly the question of withdrawal of the 
various armed forces was a major problem involved in a cease-fire 
agreement. But equally clearly Hanoi had a major interest in an 
armistice, even though she was not officially involved. Therefore 
why did not Hanoi try to sound out American opinion to see if some 
formula could be reached whereby if an armistice could be arranged 
Hanoi would undertake not to take advantage of it by infiltrating 
communists into the South etc.? Given the desire of North Vietnam 
to free herself from Chinese influence, he could not understand her 
failure to make a move of this sort, 

He felt strongly that the way to get negotiations was not for 
the Americans to precipitate an incident, because the Chinese-and the 
Russians would become involved and all sorts of political difficulties 
would arise. 

Mr. Buchan was reminded of the argument that the Americans should 
not either fight or negotiate, but should step up the fighting and 
start to talk as they did so. This would conform more to the normal 
rules. 

General Beaufre observed that President Johnson•s refusal to 
accept General Taylor's recommendation to bomb the North showed that 
he favoured this solution. 

M, Laloy asked whether the young Vietnamese generals were in a 
position to make contact with the North Vietnamese. If contacts 
were made, would the Americans intervene? 

General Beaufre judged from indications in Saigon that they 
would be favourable to an arrangement, 

General del Marmol came back to the question of any United 
States bombing of the North, to which he personally was much opposed. 

General Beaufre said the serious American objective was not to 
bomb the supply lines from the North, because military victory could 
not be assured, but to bomb economic targets. By destroying the 
North Vietnamese industry one could destroy many years of collective 
effort, The Americans would not try to kill the North Vietnamese 
but to make life much harder for them, and this kind of pressure 
could be applied selectively and gradually. The aim was to create 
a favourable climate for negotiations. This policy had not been 
adopted, because President Johnson would not have it; but this is 
what General Taylor would lik~ to do. 

Signor Albonetti wondered if there were different appreciations 
of the situation in different organs of the US Government - the CIA 
were much more pessimistic than General Beaufre ssemed to be. Did 
not President Johnson's refusal to allow this policy reveal his 
own pessimism? 
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General Beaufre replied that the CIA were right if they said 
the situation would be lost in 1969; but it was not lost in 1965. 
President Johnson was not necessarily so pessimistic - he was 
adopting a policy of moderation and keeping to the safe centre of 
the spectrum of opinion. 

Signor Albonetti asked General Beaufre whether he thought the 
revolutionary war in Indochina was considered by the communist powers 
as a trial run for revolutionary wars in other countries. 

General Beaufre replied that as a revolutionary war it was only 
of local interest. It had strategic importance because of the 
pressure on the United States. His fear was that the Chinese would 
not be satisfied with placing the Americans in a difficult position. 
He did not think that if the Americans withdrew the Chinese would do 
the same; they would play the same game in Indo-China as they have 
played in India - temporisation. 

General Beaufre made two further points: (1) The Americans 
were now preparing to make Thailand the centre of gravity for their 
presence in South-East Asia. (2) He returned home via Singapore and 
was there at a time when a group of Indonesian guerrillas had been 
captured. He had the impression of seeing in Malaysia the first 
symptoms of the same illness. The essential difference between the 
two situations was that Malaysia was being attacked by foreign 
invaders, whereas the Vietcong were the same people as the >;:iouth 
Vietnamese. Britain had been right to intervene at the outset, 
because once the Indonesians established themselves it would be too 
late. A;> long as Malaysia stood firm, the situation could be kept 
under control. 

Unfortunately the situation in Vietnam was bound to have an 
effect on Malaysia, although the repercussions were mostly psycho
logical. General Taylor had said to General Beaufre that America 
was holding Malaysia and the Philippines along with Vietnam. There 
was a risk of the whole area becoming infected. General Taylor felt 
that so great a responsibility justified taking great risks. On the 
other hand, General Beaufre believed that serious though it was, the 
situation in South-East Asia was not desperate, because there was no 
likelihood of the Americans suffering a major military defeat. There 
would not be another Dien Bien Phu. Therefore there was a certain 
time available. 

Mr. Buchan brought the discussion on to Malaysia. He thought 
the main fear in Malaysia was that there was so much latent !Jalay
Chinese tension that if Indonesia could keep up sufficient external 
pressure emergency police measures, etc. might become necessary and 
this may produce a new outbreak of Malay-Chinese hostility. Very 
bad communal riots had occurred in Singapore in September; the 
Prime Minister of Singapore had made it clear to Mr. Buchan that he 
feared Sukarno's tactic was not really to invade Malaysia but to 
induce a new civil war. 

Mr. Beaten held that this kind of challenge, if it were met 
successfully, might do more for Malaysian unity than anything else. 

Professor Howard said one point made by British officers was 
that the real problem lay in Borneo and Sarawak. These provinces 
had been tacked on to Malaya and Singapore, partly because they had 
been under British rule and partly to balance the Chinese on the 
mainland; unfortunately there was little ~tural connection 
between them and the i1Ialay states. A considerable part of the 
British military effort has been of the same kind as the French army 
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put into Algeria ~ operation·. "hearts and minds". B\lt th13 British 
found it extremely.difficult to get the.Malays to take·any interest. 
in these people and in particular to assume any of the burden of, 
increasing social services. There were many complaints from the 
native inhabitants that if it were not for tP,e British, there.would 
be little to choose between the Malaya and the Indonesians. Obviously 
it was as much a problem of fostering a sense of-national community 

·as a military problem. . . .. '.· . · : ., . , 
• . • ~ • J J 

Mr. Beaton suggested that Indonesia had an even greater problem 
than Malaysia., becaus.e.· of the rivalry between Java and Sumatra. He 
believed· Malaysia's best long-term card to play \vas detachment. of 
Sumatra from Java, · . · · · 

1.. • • . • • t · . 

. ·:General Beaufre did not see any defemive solution, a counte·r
offensi ve ·policy .was essential. Wi·th Indonesia's withdrawal from. 
the United Nations this problem was bound up with the wid·er inter
national problem. If the Chinese did set up a second United Nations 
this would create a· yery difficult situation •. . . . . 

Mr •. Buchan wondere.d. how seriously the idea of. a second United. 
Nations should .. be ·taken.· 

M. Lal·oy ·did. not see any -pressure for it', _India has taken up 
a position favourable· to Malaysia; and India was a very impor-tant 
country· in terms of_ Asia •. He did not thinlt :the .Indonesian withdrawal 
would have.a.disruptive effect on the. United Nations. · 

· General.· Beaufre maintained his view on this point • However, 
Sulcarno was free to do as he liked, The problem for r4alaysia and the 
West was how to regain the initiative in a revolutionary situation. 

-·Mr.· Beaton returned to his argume-nt arid maintairi:ed that a barrage 
of radi.o propaganda·.aimed at breaking up Indonesia,._ which was very 

· disunited,- was well worth trying. Sukarno must fear a campaign to 
stimulate:.·Sumatran nationalism, and a powerful radio transmitter in 
Malaysian .hands could be. quite a useful .f_orm of inftiati ve, 

"':' .• 
~ .~ 

· Mr. Buchan· saw a difference of opinion in the West between 
· ·.those .who· might want to break up Indonesia in the interests of a 

quiet life and those (Australia, for example.) who would want to 
encourage Indonesia to keep together and reform itself .because a 
strong power was needed in that area as a counter-balance to China. 

' - . . 
Dr. Gasteyger.suggested .. that.this depended on Sukarno himself. 

Would ·the prospects be. brighter if Sukarno fell from power? He did 
not see. Sukarno·'.s ·diez,iss.al a~;~ .in itself opening up. a solution to 
the .problem ·of.lndonesia. ... . . . . · · 

! ..... - ~ .. r 
Mr. Buchan .agreed;.· ·there- would probably 'be. a degree of civil 

war.. The question was, would the W'est stand b.i and see this civil 
war go on, or would it take action to try and pull the co~try, .. 
together again? The Americans, by training the Indonesian army, 
were gambling·on.the .army's influence in the post-Sukarno situation; 
but personally he wal? not sure- what would happen.-. 

M •. Vernant feared that Indonesia would~go, the way,of,South 
Vietnam,· r 

Dr. Jaguet wondered how far any-policy could be· pursued at any 
time. It was not true that. the Dutch tried to break up Indonesia; 
they tried to·form.a.federal state and failed, and were blamed by 

.. world opinion for trying to leave a divided empire behind them. 
At that time the US was playing the extreme nationalist card and 
backing Sukarno. A policy aimed fifteen years ahead could not just 
be reversed in different circumstances, 
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Dr, Jaquet warned Mr. Beaton that Sukarno's grip should not be 
under-estimated. At the time of the conflict on New Guinea in 
1958-9 there was a very strong independence movemrmt on Sumatra led 
by very capable Indonesian nationalists, and this movement failed. 
He did not see much chance of success for any move at present to 
bring Sumatra into liialaysia. 

Dr. Jaquet was interested in Professor Howard's emphasis on the 
importance of building up social services in Borneo. He thought 
however that this would only provoke more violent opposition from 
Indonesia, since one motive for Sukarno's campaign was his fear of a 
neighbouring state offering an alternative to his own people. 

Professor Howard said all Britain could hope was that the United 
States would not embarrass her efforts by too much support for Indo
nesia. The attempt to build up the good society extended to Malaya 
as well as to Borneo and Sarawak, that is why Sukarno wanted to crush 
it. It had become a conflict from which neither could withdraw. 

Mr. Buchan found it interesting from the strategic point of 
view that this was the only confrontation in recent years with a 
direct and an indirect element. Indonesia was a strong military 
power and had a capaJity for subversion. A much higher effort from 
Britain had become necessary than either a pure subversion campaign 
or a full military confrontation would require. 

M. Laloy wonder¥d"' j;!~nce the situation in Malaysia seemed rel
atively good, whethet~~gg i!~ely to pose a serious military threat. 

Professor Howard considered bukarno unwise in making any overt 
confront~::,tion, because so long as the threat was overt Britain could, 
and must, bring in superior weapons. Sukarno stood to gain much more 
from maintaining pressure and fomenting Malay-Chinese differences, 

Mr. Beaton was interested in what the Russians would do, partic
ularly from the standpoint of Indonesia's standard of armament. A. 
withdrawal of Soviet support must lead to a run-down in the Soviet 
equipment. 

Mr. Buchan thought this was tied up with Russia's bid for support 
in her conflict with China. 

Dr. Birnbaum raised the question of a British desire to set up 
some kind of Far East nuclear force in cooperation with the Americans, 
which he believed followed from the difficulties involved for 
Britain in renouncing her independent nuclear status. 

Mr. Buchan said this idea had been mooted in two ways: first, 
the Americans have said that as the nuclear confrontation with China 
becomes more serious, the same kind of problem would arise with the 
Australians and the Japanese as with the Germans and other Europeans, 
and that it would be necessary to think in terms of some Far East 
multilateral effort, Secondly, from tentative consideration whether 
the ANF should not have some role to play in the Indian Ocean in 
certain situations, perhaps if India were threatened, the idea has 
come about whether there might not need to be some Western form of 
deterrent power exercised on behalf of the countries of Southern 
Asia which should be more than just America~ and British. 

In reply to Signor Albonetti Mr. Buchan explained that all 
Harold Wilson had said in the House of Commons was that Britain 
proposed to keep some of the V-bombers out of the ANF. When Peter 
Thorneycroft asked did this mean that the Government was contemplating 
nuclear strategy there, the Prime Minister replied that he (Thorney
croft) would never make any statement about nuclear weapons East of 
Suez and he did not intend to clarify this either. 
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Pro'fessor Howard added that the point was, British aircraft 
always did carry nuclear weapons East of Suez, the Buccaneers and 
Canberras could deliverthem, but Britain made as little song and 
dance a.bout this· as possible. There- seemed to be neither good reason 
nor the means of simply'destroying this nuclear capability or throwing 
it away. 

:Mr. Buchan saw· two aspects·to this problem: first, organising 
all th~ritish and American nuclear-stuff lying ·about in Southern Asia 
into· ·a coherent nuc.lear force. The second was whether, if this 
became the most threatened area over the next ten years, France 
would be prepared to take part in ·some share of the nuclear effort 
to assist deterrence in Southern Asia. 

General Beaufre considered that for some·time to: come it.would 
be necessary to have a European nuclear capability in the Far East, 
apart·from the.American one, as part of the nuclear balance. Europe 
was ·less threatened than ·the· Far· East precisely. because of the balance 
which existed there. For the next few years the Far East would 
consi'st of a nuclear China surrounded· by non-nuclear countries. 
Something other than the American nuclear guarantee was needed to cover 
every incident. But whether it would take the form of .a Far East· 
Nuclear Force or a multinational forc·e one could not -say. 

M. Lalot objected that-this guarantee did not have to be nuclear. 
And what wou d the force be used for? 

General :Beauf're maintained that there must be a.nuclear capa
bility in the area to neutralise the Chinese nuclear capability. 
The· purpose of this force would be to resist any pressure by the 

_Chinese without-automatically engaging the Awericans. Really this 
amounted· to· projecting France's strategic theory to the Far East • 

. _.. .§.ignor Spinelli -favoured a simple guarantee to India by Britain 
··'·or· the: United States or the USSR that they would retaliate in the 

ev19n_t of a nuclear'· attack against her,· in preference to ·creating a 
nuclear force in the area. 

. General Beaufre observed that this brought us up against·the 
problem of· a guarantee to non-nuclear·powers. If we had such a 
guarantee we would have arrived at the concert of nuclear powers 
acting ~s the world's. nuclear policemen. But if the policemen did 
not <J.gree among themselves, what then? Independently of any guarantee, 

. 5.t wa'3 necessary to have ·a force. ' 

Discussion·· under ·this heading was then brought to a close. 

' ' ' 
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TUESDAY AFTERNOON, 5th JANUARY (CONT.) 
'.f 

DISCUSSION ON 'i:HE CHINESE BOMB 
. . .. . 

General Beaufre drew attention to Mr. Beaten's paper. ':At his 
suggestion it was agreed to discuss first the technical question of 
the actual test, and then the implicai;ions. -' 

- I ,; : . -

General del Marmol was still not clear 'how the Chine'se had 
managed to make a uranium bomb, Did Mr, Beaton think the Chinese 
had successfully concealed works for making U-235, or-had they-found 
some other means of making a uranium bomb? 

' ' -
Mr. Beaton said official opinion considered g~seous' 'diffusion 

far and awsy the most likely method; the.other pro9ess talked about, 
gas centrifuge, had not yet been develO:pe:d to. i;he point at· which· it· 
will enrich uranium to v1eapons grade. ,Th,e Americans had talked 
about a gaseous diffusion plJ.nt being under c·onstruction with a: power 
plant next to. it (gaseous diffusion consumed enormous. quanti ties of 
power). However, there was no certainty about this, arid· Mr .• · Beat on 
had detected in some ·circles a. distinct air of ~ecrecy on this mat'ter. 

General del Marmol pressed his point. There was some talk from 
the American side of a new means of producingnucle.ar weapons more 
simply and cheaply. Could the Chinese have used this means, or was 
this only a futur~ possibility? 

Mr. Beaton replied that this could. only' be a 'matter of· presump
tion,""because China was a backward country with a nuch smaller 
genera:l.techn'ology than anyone else in the ·business •. Taking• France 
as a yardstick, as the most recent nuclear power·: · a lot of decisions 
were taken in France in 1959-60 in relation 'to uranium enrichment in 
favour of gaseous diffusion; if some ·means· has be·come available 
since 1962, the latest time when the'French programme could have been 
revised, then this has been evolved by a country at a much lower level 
of industrial sophistication than France. The USSR o.r United States 
were far more likely than China to be ··technological pione.ers •. 

!YI. Laloy commented that we .could not gauge the extent to which 
the Soviet Union helped.China. · ·· · ., 

j ' ~. • 

Mr. Beaton said he had heard a report that some Russians def
ected to China, individuals who had. been· invo·l ved with ·the· Russian 
gaseous diffusion programme but who were no longer important in the 
USSR when that programme was completed in 1956-7; but this report 
had been dismissed by'someone who should know. ·Mr. Beaton thought 
it quite possible that the Soviet Union gave the Chinese more of the 
key information than Khrushchev realised during the 195.7-9 period. 

. . 

General Beaufre was not too sure about gaseous diffusion. :A 
gaseous diffusion plant·was reported to be under construction;·but 
we did not know that it.was in operation. Vlhat about the specto-
graph metho~ · 

Mr. Beaton replied that this method'took a very 'long time indeed 
and was a very expensive way to get fissile material; but it did 
produce uranium 100 percent enriched. '· 

Mr, Beaton added that since writing his paper he had come·· 
across one new point: in "New World", the.official history of the 
Atomic Energy Commission, it was revealed that there had· been great 
discussions as. to whether the first uranium bomb could be exploded 
with an implosion process, the arg1ililent being that implosion would 
require little more than half of the fissil'e material needed for an ,. 
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explosion technique. (In the event implosion-was used for the 
first plutonium bomb but not for the first uranium bomb.) For the 
Chinese to have gone to all the effort to design an impl-osion system 
for their b_omb suggests that they might have done _this on the basis 
of _a minimUm. amount_ of fissile mat~rial._and did -not anticipate_ any 
substantial· source 'of' supply for_ some··time. Therefore it was. poseiible 
that instead of being more advanced than the West would have supposed, 
the Chines_e _ f~ssile, pro,c).uction capacity is very limited • 

.... . ~·-·_ ... '" ~-- ., . · .. -· 

_. _ ._ s:i.@or' Albon~·tti f~marke·d that the_ nuclear powers, and eSpec:- ·. 
ially the United States, have_ 1!-l:.V~YS .over-·emphasised the difficulti-es 
involved in a country attaining nut:lear ·status. We really should not 
be so.surprised that after seven or, eight years of effort China has 
succee-ded; _in testing. a~ uranium bomb.· China· has good physicists, and 

'being a-dictatorship she.does.not have to v-rorry about public;: opinion 
or answer to. Par.liament for_ ,expenditure, etc. The tru"th was that the 
effort inyolved.'il;l becoming ·a nuclear power was' much less than the 

·official 'Americ'an declaration· indicated( and:_the effort would become 
even less great in tlie future., The emphas,is on ·the difficulti,es was 
part of. the psychological ·war whi'ch went oil within the West and the 
East as well as between East and' West. · 

~._General BeaU:fre repl;ie'd that the point_ was whether China used ~ 
classic method .to produce· uranium or. had developed _a new method. · 

. . . . -. ~ . . . ' , 

~nor Albonetti said the Americans· had prepared the ground by 
saying that a gaseous diffusion plant was alre~dy working. . . . -. . . . 

,. Mr. Buchan comment'ed that_ from a hundred m'iles· up, a gaseous 
.dil'fusion plant ·must look like any other plant. _ . 

General Beaufre· sugge~sted moving on to. cons.fderatio-n of the · 
consequences. He drew attention to a .s.entence· in the last paragraph 
of Mr •. Be a ton's paper,· that · "Iiiili tarily and diplomatically, a nuclear 

.weapons indus-try _in-its present state of d~v'elopment may have the 
o'pposi te _'e'ffect. to what,. is- ·gen-il,rally anticipated and make China 
exceedfrigly docile in her relations with the Uni te·d- States." 

Mr.- Buchari agreed with. this conclusion •.. There ·:had been quite 
serious discussion in Washington about taking out this ·gaseous 
diffusion plant.with a conventional attack. This was unlikely to 
hap'pen, ·but it' did -demonstrate the liabilities which·-China must expect 
for a -large nUJI!ber of ye-ars.· .. rhe S)hinese must '\Je consc'ious of this, 
because. the- -first real evilience the Americans had that something was 
going. on in -the test are'a· w'as a _larg'e. movem_ent. 'of 'fighter aircraft 
-~o that reg~o:q_._ · ~- .. :'.' · • _. _ _ _ J • • • 

... ~ •.• . • -\ ' l # t· •.• ' . ' • . . . •,. .. . . ~ • 

Mr. Beat on added- that the· reason for the- British decision to 
move the. -whole ,atomic programme. across the_ .(l.tlantic in 1941 was the 
sensi iivity, of' the gaseous diffusion plant to any :ki:nd of bombing. 

• . . t . . • . ' • . ' .- . 

Signor Albon~tti recalleid 'the· tremendous empliasis .. placed <in 
French vulnerability when she began her own nuclear programme. He 
~xpected, to f3ee a .. more political policy from China. 

0 0 0 L '0 0 0 - 0 0 .. 0 

_M~ Laloy thought "exc~ed:i.ngly docile 1 ~ V!as_ ~going rather fa:r; . but 
the problem did exist and there was something in'·Mr. Beaten's 
argumen:t. 

:. ... 
'.-:.' M~ .Vernant thcmght' r&.-~ Beat on was right'. especially in' the present 
in~ernational si tuatiqn. _Going ba_ck to· (,}eneral· BeaufrE;l' s reference to 
a possible American bombing· of· _Tonkin to open the ~ay _for negotiations 
on Indo-China, such·. attacks. need not. be l,.im;i. ted to Tonkin but could 
possibly be directed against the mainland; · The exist-ence of so vul
nerable a target as a gaseous diffusion plant must place China in 
a position of extreme vulnerability for some time. 
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M,' Laloy· called 'to mind St~lin's:policy §.t' the''time when· Russia 
was developing her atomic bomb, the Russian inferiority complex which 
showed itself in an expansionist 'policy although at the sanre time she 
avoided any direct conflict with the United. States. · ·· 

. . 
· M. Vernant, pursuing M. Laloy's line of argument, said·that· in 

the' short term, therefore:, the Chinese would have· an· interest in 
avoiding hostilities; e:ven of a conventional nature, with India, for 
instance, in the sense that an undertaking•by Britain to come to 
India's aid, ·even with p~ly conventional means, could constitute. suer.. 
a grave threat to China's nuclear development.'· · ·, · ·· . ' . -

Dr. Gasterrger had two points in niind. First; the~Chinese. ·• · 
evaluation of iow the Americans would react. He was .. convinced. that 
the Chinese do believe the Americans are in the midst of a great 
strategic debate and that they should be cau'tioU:s; but· i'n th~ long 
run the Chinese believ~ their kind of revolutionary action will pay 
off and the Americans will not have airy effective .. counter-measures 
against it. · :, .. 

Secondly, taking up M. Laloy's· argument, he· thought there was· a 
parallel to be drawn between Soviet policy at that time ·and Chinese 
policy now. So long as China feels too weak to negotiate on an equal 
basis she will continue·with a fairly aggressive policy. 

l:!k.! Buchan thought this was probably' right.. But. the. ·possibility 
must be taken into account, with China pursuing an-aggressive policy 
and building up an embryo nuclear capability, of the.American inhib
itions against using the bomb against China decreasing, particularly 
since countries· which would have come to China's support (such as 
India) would during this period be more and more· alarmed,- · . '_,· · 

. . 
Dr. Gasteyger objected that this had not happened v'is-a~vts ·the 

USSR. He did not think the American inhibition against using nucl·ear 
weapons would grow weaker. And he expected the Chinese to be cautious 
enough not to provoke America. . . _ 

' . 
Professor·Howard suggested that an "aggressive" policy could· 

cover a number of very'different things. An increasingly political 
·policy on the part of China in all the Asian states (as .Signor 
Albonetti envisaged) -the use ·of influence and:subversion and•nuclear 
blackmail- would be something different from an·American aggressive 
policy, especially if that involved an initial strike against 'the 
Chinese heartland. He added that 'he found the idea that a sovereign 
state could be prevented from developing a weapons system by force 
very odd indeed. . · . 

Mr;·Buchan said it was a queStion•of one act of piracy knocking 
the Chinese back for twenty years.· · 

M. Laloy commented that such an act could :well'reconcile.China 
and the USSR for all time. · 

He suggested a distinction-should be-drawn between,the effects 
of China's nuclear capability on the world level and on the local 
level, the Asian states, where she could use this· capability_as an 
instrument of policy. On the world level' the problemwas not urgent 
because China did not yet constitute a nuclear threat to B itain and 

.France, let alone-the United States; it was hard to conceive of a 
Chinese deterrent before 1970. But on the local :l:evel, which 
included India, we came up against the problem mentioned earlier of 
how to give assurance. to non-nuclear countries threatened by China's 
nuclear capability and to what extent an alignment ~f·these. states 
can be expected. 
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This second aspect, the local level, involved two kinds of 
problem: first, the Chinese revolutionary doctrine, the pursuit 
of an aggressive policy under the umbrella of the bomb, the sub
versive policy as pursued·· in Vietnam, the Philippines, Indonesia etc. 
The second kind of problem was less clear: the problem of a conven
tional Chinese attack in a position of relative strength such as 
she mounted against India. It was here that the argument in Mr. 
Beat on's paper applied most clearly. For subversion China wo.uld be 
in a favourable. position, because she was able to create a state of 
internal revolution in the weak Asian states without being directly 
involved, and her nuclear capability would strengthen her position, 
But it would not be so easy for her to mount a conventional attack 
against a relatively stable country like India; thus her capacity 
for direct action would not be enhanced. 

General Beaufre supported i~. Laloy. 

Signor Albonetti felt that the fact of the Chinese bomb not 
being a white bomb was of tremendous significance, particularly in 
relation to the third world. Consider the outcry which would have 
been raised from tba t quarte.r if Italy, say, had tested a bomb, 
compared to the virtually negative reaction to the Chinese test. The 
inferiority complex of the third world had been lifted simply because 
a power which was neither rich nor white had achieved nuclear status. 

M. Vernant raised what he considered the fundamental question: 
would other Asian countries, notably India or Japan, now decide to 
produce nuclear weapons? 

Mr. Buchan said the situations of India and Japan were very 
different. ~veryone who has studied the situation in Japan agrees 
that the question of her developing her own bomb could not even be 
raised at the present stage without precipitating a civil war. The 
feeling against nuclear weapons was growing, not diminishing. In 
India there was quite a vocal school of thought advocating an Indian 
bomb, and India had built herself the kind of nuclear power programme 
that made it very easy to go for a plutonium bomb relatively cheaply 
and in a relatively short time. But the whole of the establishment 
in India appeared to be against contemplating the idea. Moreover 
considering the Indian economic and financial situaton, and the 
relative costs of the French programme, the strain of acquiring even 
a fairly short-range means of delivery, apart. from the investment in 
anciliary programmes, would be enormous. No doubt "·there would be a 
great debate in India; but Mr. Buchan felt that the pressure was for 
some.great power arrangement with her rather than for an indigenous 
programme, 

1iowever, one factor affecting the Indian decision would be the 
means of delivery chosen by China, ~~. Beaton had argued in his 
paper that China was more likely to go for a family of missiles than 
aircraft. If this happened, a Chinese delay until she had a 2,000 
mile missile would complicate things for India and neighbouring 
countries, and would put the costs of their becoming a nuclear power 
higher than if China would base her delivery capability on aircraft. 

General Beaufre commented that so far as the means of delivery 
was concerned' there was no need for anything complicated, Obviously 
the Chinese did not have much of a bomb - an ordinary aircraft would 
suffice to make an atomic demonstration. If they did decide to go 
for missiles, they would face the very difficult technological problem 
of miniaturising the warhead, as well as of developing the rocket, 

Mr. Beaton agreed about the problem involved: they would either 
have to decide how much success they wouJd have with miniaturisr:tion 
before starting to develop rockets, which was very much a gamble, or 
they would have to go for a missile to carry a very large warhead 
which would be obsolete after they have achieved miniaturisRtion. 
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Mr. Buchan suggested it must be of assistance to the Chinese to 
know that four countries have miniaturised atomic devices down to 
warhead size over a certain space of time. 

lllr. Bea-"!.Qn agreed, if the size and weight of the warhead were 
kno~n. He supposed the Chinese did have this information. 

M. Vernant brought the discussion back to the political aspect. 
Suppose neither Japan nor India decided to become nuclear powers. 
This would leave a nuclear power vacuum in Asia. l!:veryone seemed 
agreed that this vacuum must be filled by some system of guarantee by 
the great powers. The question was, which powers would give this 
guarantee, and in what form? He took it for granted that the United 
States would not wish to act as the sole guarantor; she would want 
to include Britain, and M. Vernant assumed this was one reason for 
Britain retaining part of her nuclear capability. He did not believe 
France would participate, and he was doubtful about the Soviet UR~8U~ 
Thus it looked like an Anglo-American guarantee; something might comE!/ 
through the United Nations, but this was a very long-term possibility. 

He wondered what effect such ·a guarantee would have upon Britain' 
interest in ~uropean questions. 

Professor Howard said Britain had alwa,ys been conscious of her 
dual responsibilities. The responsibility in the Far East was differ
ent, but it did not make Britain less conscious of her responsibility 
in :Gurope. The real problem was the deployment of forces, which she 
has always faced but which might become intensified, 

Gene~"al del r'!armol wondered whether the long-term threat to 
Australia ought not to be considered, 

!'!I, Vernant replied that Australia was protected by the United 
States, gnd to a certain extent by Britain. 

He resumed the thread of his argument. The only countries 
involved were Japan, India and possibly Indonesia. Everyone agreed 
about the aversion in Japan to nuclear power and military power in 
general. If this aversion continued after China developed a nuclear 
capability, Japan would be faced with two alternatives: to accept an 
American or a Western guarantee for ever, or to come to terms with 
China. He was uncertain on two counts: first there was an extreme 
nationalist reactionary movement in Japan which was growing increas
ingly imp.ortant, especially among the youth. This movement might 
reconsider the strategic position and perhaps come to the conclusion 
that the military tradition was not alien to Japan. Thus it was con
ceivable that in the long run there might be a majority opinion in 
Japan in favour of producing nuclear weapons. Secondly, if the 
Japanese political situation developed in the opposite direction, then 
in the long run coming to terms with China might seem less distaste
ful than accepting a permanent 'Jestern guarantee. In regard to India, 
too, he was not too sure that in the long run a.nuclear guarantee, 
at least from the Western powers only, would prove poli ti ::ally 
acceptable. And of course the concept of a guarantee on the part of 
ill nuclear powers raised the problem of Russian participation. 

M. Laloy said that if the Soviet Union joined in a guarantee it 
would be meaningless. ~hen any support had to be given it would come 
down to a '.'le stern guarantee. 

Dr. Jaguet held that political~ it made a difference in Asia 
whether it was a Yvestern guarantee or a guarantee from all nuclear 
powers. A purely l'festern guarantee would in the long run be highly 
unpopular politically. He believed India would be slightly more in 
favour of accepting a Western guarantee, but this was not certain. 
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Mr. Buc~ pointed out that a guarantee as such could not exist. 
It would be a question of either joint eo ntingency planning, or some 
form of alliance (even if it were not so called), or some declaration 
of intent such as the Bisenhower doctrine for the Middle i;;ast. 

Mr. Beaten opined that while the word guarantee would not be 
honest, it would be useful. Strictly speaking there was no American 
guarantee to Western :t;urope, but everyone believed there was and this 
has been a central political fact for ~~rope over the past fifteen 
years. 

However, the importance of neutralism as an ideology must be 
recognised today, and we should not allow any irritation with this 
doctrine to impede building some "guarantee", whatever we like to call 
it. One enormous advantage of a guarantee was that it would avoid 
the local arms races (~gypt-Israel, for instance) which could become 
terribly dangerous if one party gained nuclear weapons. But a great 
deal of contingency planning v1ould be required, the kind of intimate 
planning and discussion pioneered within NATO, lasting over a period 
of years, to define this guarantee and decide on.the response to, say, 
a nuclear attack on India. 

[.[r. Beaten wondered if there was any prospect of making use of tr 
United Nations machinery, which was totally acceptable to everybody. 
If there was no possibility of some form of guarantee being worked out 
vlith the Russians, perhaps reserving the right of the individual 
countries to fulfil the obligation even if the collective machinery 
refused to act, perhaps through the United Nations machinery we could 
conceive a structure of international guarantees against any use of 
nuclear weapons which would become acceptable to all countries, which 
they would be prepared to discuss, through which the existing useless 
and unexpJ_oi ted military arrangements in the United Nations might be 
brought into life. 

Dr. Birnbaum reported that confidential information reaching 
his Institute from Indian sources substantiated the views expressed 
this :afternoon. The Indians were very interested in developing some 
kind of Russian-American nuclear guarantee, but some people, like 
Khrishna Ivlenon, considered such an idea too great a strain on the 
present Soviet leadership in terms of the rapprochement with the 
United States. The next step for India v1as the more limited idea of 
a nuclear guarantee limited to the Western powers but combined not 
just with a non-proliferation agreement but with some peace-keeping 
functions of a non-nuclear club or neutral nations. 

M. Laloy found some contradictions in Mr. Beaten's idea of using 
United Nations machinery. This would seem to be quite outside the 
limit of what we understood by Soviet-American cooperation. Planning 
would be needed. Any use of a guarantee was in itself an idea which 
raised great problems, because any state making an attack against a 
non-nuclear country would by choice make it by conventional means. 
If you come to the aid of a country that has been attacked, you form 
an alliance. Could Mr. Beaton really imagine Soviet and American 
troops cooperating in a combined operation? The concept of a 
guarantee was not very plausible. Perhaps a possible solution would 
be to multiply .. the organisations for crisis management; there could 
be many intermediate ctages between a full nuclear guararigee and the 
present situation. 

Mr. Beaton said the urgent problem was to give a nation a solid 
substitute for what it might have had when it has signed the Irish 
resolution. 
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Signor Spinelli agreed that if a guarantee were to be something 
negotiated between the United States and_the USSR, then of course 
the difficulties were obvious and:-pr.obably. iJ:fsurmountable. But he 
did not see the difficulty in the United States making a Unilateral 
declaration that if. an . atomic. attack w~re launched against India 
she would retaliate. This would be more credible because of the 
inability of China to offer a nuclear ·threat to the United States. 
If India were attaclced with conventional means, the United States 
could aid her with conventional means if she wished; that was 
another question. It was the guarantee 'of ~uclear retaliation which 
was important. r. 

' 

1\1, Laloy pointed- to the: basi.c ob jec:tion .that· this would ... make 
India much more dependent polft:iically on the United States • ... 

Genernl Beaufre stress~d that "tihe difficulty about a nuclear 
guarantee was that ·i t·'could only be valid to·_the extent that the 
Russians were prep8:red: to accept it. ,, · 

Mr. Buchan pointed to-a second problem, from which Europe had 
suffered- making the guarantee credible. The Americans:have had to 
maintain six divisions in h"urope solely to preserve the cr~dibility 
of their guarantee t·) Europe; . the __ American!'l. would never give a 
guarantee that meant keeping another four-divisions in. the 

· Himalayas • · · ' · ··· · ·· · .. · · 

• 

- ' ...... 
' ' 

Genetal Beaufre drew the discussion to a!close. 
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WEDNESDAY MORNING, 6th JANUARY 

DISCUSSION ON REC£NT DEV:c;LOPiflliNTS IN 'l'IU COMl!UNIST BLOC 

At General Beaufre's sue:c:estion, it was agreed to divide the 
discussion under the headings set cut in Dr. Gal:lteyger•s paper, 

( 1) Khrushchev.' s . Fall 

There was no disposition to challenge Dr. Gasteyger's general 
line of argument. · Mr. Haagerup however put the point whether there 
was any proof that the unpublished document referred to in the paper 
actually existed, · · · 

Signor Spinell; memtioned. a document·· quoted in the Italian press 
giving Cuba as the main cause. Herr Nerlich quoted Dr. Ritter's offic 
as being extremely doubtful. M. Laloy said Moscow had denied the 
existence of a document of 22 points; ·but he thought something 
would exist as a basis for discussion. · 

. Dr, Gasteygerhad no.proof of its existence, but he was sure 
that some kind of circular letter must have been put round the Soviet 
party organisation. Because of Khrushchev's strong position in the 
party, some explanation would have been necessary. \Vhether the 
explanation would be correct or not was another matter. 

M. Laloy agreed. The question was, what were the details? 
Obviously this document would have pointed to Khrushchev's defects of 
personality, his bad behaviour abroad, etc. But the interesting 
thing was whether the real cause of his dismissal was his conduct of 
foreign policy, and that we did not know, and we could not rely on 
statements published in the Italian press about Cuba being the basic 
cause. Therefore we could only talk to the point of the personal 
accusations made against Khrushchev that we knew of from the Soviet 
press. 

Signor Albonetti considered Khrushchev's fall as one more proo:r 
of the continuing Soviet cult of secrecy. People must have been 
plotting his downfall for months, yet no-one outside Russia had any 
inkling that his downfall was imminent. And it was significant that 
there had been no apparent repercussions. Therefore the cult of 
secrecy was still a factor to be reckoned with and proved the diffi
culty of trying to evaluate Soviet policy and motives. 

M. Laloy remarked that everyone knew that discussions had been 
held in the Soviet Union in the summer of 1964, but in knowing that 
one did not know anything. Khrushchev had been in an exceedingly 
difficult position after the Hungary crisis of 1956-7 and again 
after the Cuba crisis of 1962-3; each time his fall was considered 
likely, and each time he recovered, That his position should have 
been called in question again was not surprising. But of course, it 
was absolutely impossible to foretell that he would fall on a 
given date. 

Mr. Beaton thought it fair to ask whether it was in the normal 
line of speculation for people in the West that a man in Khrushchev's 
position, with all the elements of power in his hand, could be 
removed, Whether the circumstances had arisen was open to argument, 
but how could it have happened? 
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M. Laloy said that in 1957, and again in 1963, a number of 
people who had been arch-enemies of Khrushchev .returned to power. 
It was generally supposed that his enemies were organising 'themselves; 
into key positions around him and that when the time was ripe they 
would try to get rid of him. But Mr. Beaten's point, how did it 
happen, was the point nobody was able to clear up~ We did not know 
anything about the Central Comniittee meeting. The complete dearth 
of information from any source on this point .~as the most extraordina: 
feature. It meant that despite the degree of democratisation in 
communist procedure a quite extraordinary degree 'of discipline has 
been maintained. It was precisely because people did not believe 
that a man in_his position'could be removed that so many'thought the 
army or the secret police had been involved. · Personally he did not 
believe so. · But the whole affair remained extremely mysterious. 

Signor Spinelli agreed about the secrecy •. However; we'could 
deduce that he had been defeated by a compromise between his friends 
and his' enemies rather than by his enemies alone~ Khrushchev•s polic, 
has essentially been maintained and his friends have not been removed 
from office; therefore'it was reasonable to suppose that Khrushchev• 
staundbest supporters sacrificed him in a compromise agreement with 
his opponents. 

M. Laloy agreed with Signor Spinelli, although we still could 
not say hQ! .it was done. 

From the point of view of the consequences of.his fall, how 
should we judge Khrushchev•s policy? The point was well made in the 
paper, that he was cour.ageous enough to initiate new methods but was 
incap~ble of achieving effective results because of a basiq tendency 
always to put purely Party consideratkons first. In the field of 
foreign policy, he expected the new leadership to continue in the 
same direction, although with more intelligence and less impetuosity 
and irrationality. · · 

been 
sors 

General del Marmolwondered whether Khrushchev•s policy 
such a bad thing from the West's point of view. If his 
were more effective, would we like it? 

had 
succes-

M. Laloy replied that it depended. in which direction Soviet poli 
evolved- towards a more consistent opposition.to the West'or towards 
concentration on greater efficiency at home. If.the new leaders 
became more rational in their foreign policy it would be a good 
thing., But he took General del Marmol'.s point. 

Signor Spinelli said his reactions to Khrushchev's fa+l were a 
bit mixed, In the short term, we might be worse off 'because the new 
leaders were not so sure of themselves as Khrushchev had been and we 
could not tell in which direction they would move; but in the long 
term be thought the,prospects for·improv:ed East-West relations 
were brighter and that the .peoples in the. communist countries would 
benefit from the eff.orts which would have ·to 'be made for recon
ciliation within the communist camp. 

Professor.Howard wondered whether the new leaders were likely to 
have a better understanding of -the natilr~ of th·e non-conmitui:l.st world 
than their predecessors. In general, foreign policy was· conducted 
best by established. ruling •classes who are. used to dealing with 
foreigners. A broadening of the basis' of the Soviet Government and 

a greater degree of democratic sanction 96uld result in a greater 
tension through a m()re clumsy conduct of fore,ign· policy. 
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Dr. Gasteyger thought to some extent it was a question of 
generations. Khfushchev had travelled quite a lot and one could have 
expected a better ·understanding of the non-communist world on his 
part. Of the·new men, Brezhnev was more travelled than Kosygin. 
But the new leadership was very largely composed of the same men who 
were in power.under Khrushchev. Shelepin was ari unkno\vn quantity in 
-this respect. He did not see·anyone among the new names who was 
likely to have a better grasp of the non-communist world. 

- . ' 

M. Laloy remarkeq that in British terms we had different Conser
vatives in power, not Mr. Wilson replacing Sir Alec. ·All we could sa;)! 

.was that within the Praesidium there are two more or less balanced 
trends, some people who are relatively realistic and some (like 
Ilychev) ·who are·dogmat;i..c. We could expect th:is balance to continue 

·anq to ·be·reflected in their·conduct of·policy, the difference being 
that the new leaders were less impulsive than Khrushchev and Adzubej 
was no longer able to interfere with the functioning of their machine· 
the Soviet Government had an enormous staff working on general 
foreign_ policy problems in a way that no Western country did, . . . 

Mr. Beaton said his personal reaction to the fall was better 
· the devil you know tl).an the devil ·you don 1 t. · But no· doubt the change 

had to come, 

.He wondered whether Khrushchev had not through the Cuba affair 
to some ext~t upset the stable balance of terror by having shown 
himself totally unprepared to bargain any further in the face of a 

. nuclear threat. Arguably this was a good thing for the 'I/ est. But 
it could also be argued that in another crisis the Soviet Union would 
find itself bel'ieving that the. Americans believe they can get anythinb 
·by making a nuclear threat, and to stop this 'happening the Russians 

. would.feel obliged to do something to restore the credibility of thei: 
own d e·:terrent. Perhaps Khrushchev 1 s backdown in Cuba had forced the 
Soviet Union to get rid of him to restore the bargaining basis for 
the balance of terror. 

M. Laloy was sure that Cuba was the origin of his fall. . . . . 

Dr. Gasteyger thought Cuba was undoabtedly ·a major cause, but 
he did not see how it could have been the only one. It.took two 

. years to get him out, and Khrushchev was in a very strong position, 
so there must have been other rea·sons. 

(2) The New Sovi"et Leadership 

General Beaufre asked what had happened to Kozlov. 

Dr. Gasteyger and M. Lalo...t put his d:is.appearance down to ill-
health. · · 

··General del Marmol came back to Signor Spinelli 1 s point about 
Khrushchev. having been defeated by a compromise between his friends 
and his enemies.. Who were his friends and who were his enemies? 

M. Laloy suggested that "friends" and' :"enemies" was a misnomer. 
Khrushchev 1s real enemies were the Stalinists. There were two tend
encies · in the p-erson of KhXushchev which worked against each other, 

. a t emdency to be more reaJ,.istici and less hidebound by doctrine, and 
at 'the same time a. tendency to keep emphasising the need to remain 
·loyal. to· party tene-t;s 9.r to uphold ideology. Now these two tend
.encies are balanceg ·in' the new leadership. The new team bore out 
the argument in ~he paper that we should see an improved form of 
Khrushchevism, not' a reversal of Soviet policy. The fact that his 
fall has not impeded the move towards a greater degree of flexibilit~ 
within the government and party structure was a sign that his 
critics were representative of different interests, or different 
tendencies, rather than "enemies". 
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. . Signor Albonetti said that among the uncertainties and secrecy 
there were some indications of people's relative status; a very 
reliable indication was the position of photographs in a parade, 
Using this yardstick,. the change in Shelepin's status was the most 
striking; It was rare to see someone so young increase his power so 
strikirie;ly. · He had stepped right up into the Secretariat, Praesidium 
and Council of 1\iinisters. i::Ie had made the significant visit to Nasser 
soon after Khrushchev's fall. Signor Albonetti thought Shelepin•s. 
position as chief of the secret police had been important: he must 
have had at least a hand in getting rid_of Khrushc]1ev because the 
support of the secret police would have been essential; 

Dr. Gasteyger agreed about the importance of Shelepin: not so 
much because of· his connection with the secret police, however, but 
because. he was still Chairman of the Committee ·for State and Party 
Control, a body whose.control went right.to· the top of the party and 
government hierarchy,. 

Dr. Gasteyger emphasised as a fundamental point_that apart from 
Khrushchev and Kozlov, and with the addition of Shelepin, the inner 
group had remained the same •. 

Dr. Jaguet wondered .therefore jusi how st~ble the ~osition'of 
the new leadersh~p was. . . 

He raised the question of how far relations with China had con
tributed· to Khrushchev's fall. He thought Togliatti's memorandum was 
important in that it proved that Yillrushchev, not perhaps in his 
policy towards China but in his handling of. the conflict, did not 
have the support of one of the European parties; perhaps this was 
the final thing which led to his dovmfall. Dr. Jaquet would have 
expected a completely new man to come to the fore, but this. has not 
happened. ·He wondered what effect the new leaders' failure to estab
lish a modus vivendi with China would have on t4e Russian position in 
the communist world~ He thought Shelepin's v.isit to Cairo was 
important; because he went rather further there than Khrushchev did 
on relations with the third world. Was this significant from the 
point of view of the balance of power at the top? And was there any 
indication of instability or disagreement among Brezhnev, Kosygin 
and Shelepin? · · · · 

Dr. Gasteyger thought it too early to say. To a certain extent 
we.should be able to judge their relative positions better when we 
knew the distribution of duties in the Party secretariat. He felt, 
however, that one essential condition for stability was to keep 
separate the posts of leader of the Party and head of th·e Government. 

. M. ·Laloy took up Dr. Jaquet 's point. ··The. coriflfct with China 
was an issue (although he personally thought Khrushchev's projected 
visit .to West Germany was a more important factor), but. it was more 
from the point bf view of .the general situation in the 'communist 
movement. The Togliatti memorandum did indicate the anarchy in the 
communist camp. Personally he had expected the plan for a Communist 
Party conference to be dropped. li!ut after the new leaders failed in 
a bid for reconciliation with the Chinese they had to try to find a 
new balance of relations within the camp, not just with the Chinese, 
and this was their main worry. If the new leadership could estab
lish more equal relations with the other Communist Parties they 
would have less difficulty in their relations with the Chinese. 
Khrushchev had been most autocratic and difficult to deal with and 
had undoubtedly contributed to the worsening of relations between 
the USSR.and the European Communist Parties, and his successors would 
undoubtedly try to'mend matters, However, M. Laloy considered this 
aspect to be a contributing factor rather than a prime cause of 
Khrushchev•s fall. 
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Signor Albonetti was convinced that foreign policy issues 
played a much smaller part in .the struggle for power in the USSR· than 
internal policy. Issues such as Cuba and relations with the satellite 
parties were important, but they were not decisive.. Foreign policy 
in the USSR was much more a matter of edict than of discussion. He 
was convinced that the real clues to·Khrushchev•s fall were .to·be 
·found-in the economic. crisis, agricultural organisation,· and internal 
policy. ·' · · 

~ -, . l 

(3) Consequences in Eastern Europe 

M. Laloy underlined the position of the Rumanians, which was 
very interesting and very contradictory. Internally they. pursued a 
very hard Stal-inist. policy, maintaining rigorous· control;· but they 
opposed the Soviet Union,on the question of economic integration. 
They" affirmed their autonomy, but were in agreement with the general 
line of detente. They supported the Chinese-again:st Soviet hegemony. 
The interesting thing was that they maintained their position even 
more ·_strongly now; they did not conceal their dis'like of Khrushchev, 
but now ·he i·s gone they continue to hpld a position mid-way between 
the ::ioviet Union and China. M. Laloy thought their main interest was 
in keeping the dispute between Russia and China going for their own 
advantage. · If a final break did come, .he .e.xpected them to try to 
come to terms with the USSR. What they would like .most woulP, be a 
greater degree of polycentrism, in the line of Togliatti. They were 
waiting to see what happened between China and -the USSR, and contin-

. uing to pu:t 'pressure ·on the 'USSR to avoid a final break. 
' 

This illustrated-the fundamental problem of.relations between the 
Soviet Union, China and the satellites which has not been fundamen
tally changed by Khrushchev 1 s fall. ._They wan:ted to see some 

· reconciliation. between China and the USSR, but_ as soon as there were 
~ rapprochement their bargaining position would be affected, Looking 
at their relationship in terms of a triangle, the bargaining position 
of the East Europeans depended on keeping,the other two sides apart, 
but not ·separate. If the . Chinese factor were eliminated, they would 
be dominated by -the USSR. 

. . . . 

General Beaufre suggested. that from the strategic aspect, Sine
Soviet opposition gave freedom of action to the East h~ropeans in 
the_same way ~s American-Soviet opposition gave freedom of action to 
the· Vfest Europeans. . The neutralisation of the yery powerful li ber-

. ated the less.·powerful. · ' 
* • . ' • 

·' 

M. Lal6y dissented from General Beaufre's argument. The two 
things were entirely different. The East Europeans wanted. to main
tain. two communist dictatorships; Western hurope did not want' to 
support the Soviet Union in the' same way •. ·The' US-Soviet .relationship 
could not possibly be compared-with the Sine-Soviet relationship. 
He would like to see a -rapprochement. between the_ Uni ted··states and 
the USSR, not a condo"mi·nium, because of- the "fundamental difference 
in their basic policy, ·but a type· of rapprochement which would .. 
improve the prospects -for peace. 

• ' . I 

::li~r Spinelli added that a type· of rapprochem.erit between the 
United Tates _and the USSR which·had an effect on Western Europe 
would have the same effect on Eastern _,'urope, because the ·real 
opposition was between the US and .the USSR; not- between. the USSR 
and· China, · · · 

M. Laloy pointed out that France.made war in Indochina.in a 
period of maximum tension in :E.'urope~when_she was "dependent on the 
United States. Military·dependence·did not inhibit her· freedom of 
action then, The situations of Western and Eastern_.b'urope were 
not comparable. · . 
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General Beaufre objected that he was putting forward an ~. 
not specific cases. However, he maintained that the present system 
where there were three powers, two nuclear powers which were neutral
ised and two ideological powers which were .relatively neutralised, 
did confer a certain freedom of action on the other powers. 

I~. Buchan posed the question whether developments.like the 
ll'iLF or ANF were lilrely to draw East ~urope and the USSR Closer 
together, despite the tendenCJ to greater freedom of action. 

',. . 

General del Mar'mol suggested that the only real cause. for· ·alarm 
in Eastern Burope would be if Germany obtained real authority over 
nuclear forces in an MLF or ANF; that.could present a threat to 
them- but did anyone.seriously believe that Germany would be given 
such authority? He did not think so.· 

.Pr.ofessor Howard believed the Poles were unshakably convinced, 
despite every effort to disabuse them of this notion, that the West 
did nourish the revanchism and cunning of the Germans who, once they 
had a foot in the door, would manipulate the force for their O\vn 
revanchist policies. 

Mr. Haagerup re::''erred to the recent Polish proposal. at the 
United Nations for a European security conference; the deputy 
Foreign Minister had raised the same idea in Copnehag•m. T.he same 
fears had .. been expressed about the MLF and German revanchism aG had 
been voiced two years previously. But there had been no suggestion 
that the effect of the MLF or ANF would be to put East Europe under 
stronger Soviet domination. Mr. Haagerup believed this· supposition 
was entirely speculative. 

M. taloy quoted a·Soviet journalist who had given him·three 
· possi~Soviet reactions to the formation of an MLF: (1) a diplomatic 
initiative; (2) collectivemeasi.lres in the Warsaw Pact; (3) an 
international crisis. This journalist ·had developed the first 
possibility only, saying that if a new nuclear organisation in the 
Atlantic system were launched the Russians would propose holding a 
big security conference; -those who :refused to attend would be 
accused of wanting to make trouble, those who came·would be· subjected 
to steady Soviet pressure on this aspect. Soviet policy towards 
LTermany had developed a little in that they n:o longer believed in 
the possibility of a war, but the tactic was to play on fears of 
stronger German influence. 

J'Kr. Buchan wondered how far a MLF would create pressures in 
East Europe .for a similar arrangement. 

Professor Howard doubted whether any such pressure would make 
any difference. 

M.· Laloy point;d out that it was only the Poles who have this 
great fear of Germany, not the Hungarians or Rumanians. 

General· del Marmol did not think the West would have too much 
to fear if the USSR made some nuclear arrangement with the East 
b'uropeans to strengthen.tl:ieir sense of security; dissemination was 
another matter, of course. 
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(4) Tbe.Sino-Soviet Conflict 

Signor Albonetti pointed to the tendency in the communist camp 
to hide a- power struggle under the guise of an ideological struggle, 
He believed this power struggle would continue, because the fall of 
Khrushchev did not change the basic situation. China was an expan
sionist power; she had already demonstrated this against India, and 
indeed all her international activities proclaimed it. She had many 
points of conflict with the USSR- frontier disputes, conflict in the 
third world, etc. Logically, with her economic backwardness, China 
should have waited twenty years before doing What she has done in 
Africa. Her effort to become a nuclear power was further proof of 
her determination to become. a great power at no matter what cost. 
It was very difficult to see why a country in such an exposed position 
should demonstrate such a will towards expansion, nevertheless China 
did so. 

M. Laloy opposed this idea of an irrational will to expand on the 
part of China, Between 1953 and 19.58 China's policy towards the 
Soviet Union was one of co-existence. At the moment in terms of 
language relations were hostile, Yet in terms of actual deeds, ' 
although there was the present problem of Vietnam, China had not been 
expansionist; she he.d not tried to take Fo-rmosa, for instance, nor 
did she push things too far in Korea, 

' ' 

Mr. Buchan entirely agreed. China was i-deologically expansionist; 
but there was no evidence that she was territorialll_expansionist. 
This picture of China as expansionist was derived a most entirely 
from Soviet literature, · 

Professor Howard added that there was a highly local expan
sionism in Asia which was easy to define and discount.· From China's 
point -of view, the annexation of Tibet was a reassertion of sover
eignty, the idea of re-establishing._ authority over the old territories 
which ·she dominated in the past •.. Both Russia and. China believed 
that communism should extend to the limits of their empire. 

Mr. Buchan and M.· Laloy concurred. 

Dr. Gasteyger saw two .Chinese aims: (l) .to be_come a great power 
in her own right; which mainly affected the United States; and 
(2) to become -a great communist.power and if possible the leading 
communist power, and that mainly affected the· Soviet Union. 

Signor Albonetti argued that these aims could not be separated, 
His point was that in every field the. Chinese have taken· enormous 
risks in order to expand their power because in the past the USSR was 
an expansionist power and China did not want to become a satellite 
like all the other communist countries. But this was not a question 
of ideology, this was a power conflict that was quite mysterious, 

General Beaufre saw a difference between Soviet strategy and 
Chinese strategy; .the aim was the same, but the methods were 
different. One -was the method developed by_ the USSR for winning 
over the United n~ates, .the other was the' development of action in 
the third world to neutralise or deter the United States. The two 
methods were divorced because they wer~ based on different premises; 
conflict arose from the fact that Mao considered himself as Pope, 
There was another element, the fact that China poses a long-term 
threat to the Soviet Union; the USSR showed awareness of this by 
cutting off aid, 
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M, Laloy commented on the triangular relationship of the United 
States, the USSR and China. What struck him was that the Sine-
Soviet crisis has not so far affected relations between the United 
States and the USSR. And although there have been crises in US
Soviet relations during the period of the Sino-Soviet crisis - Berlin, 
for example, there has been no improvement in Chinese relations with 
the United States nor any progress on the Formosa question. There 
have been many contacts between China and the US, but never the 
slightest move from the Chinese side to moderate their opposition. 

General Beaufre believed this followed from the different 
strategic concepts held by the two countries: China favoured a risky 
strategy served by a prudent policy, while the USSR was more cautious 
on strategy but beligerent on policy. But this was entirely a 
question of method, based on differing appreciations of the situation. 

' General del Marmol came back to the concrete problem in the Sine-
Soviet conflict. It seemed that one cause of Khrushchev's fall was 
his call for a Communist Party conference, yet the new leaders were 
apparently going ahead with this conference. Did this mean that the 
Russians believed they would achieve a measure of reconciliation with 
the Chinese, or that relations would deteriorate further? 

Dr. Gasteyger thought the prospects for reconciliation very dim. 
He did not understand why they had called this conference for 15th 
March, because there was no chance of China participating. The 
conference was bound to be decisive: if the Russians wanted to 
clarify the position in the communist world they would go through 
with it, and that would mean a split; if they wanted to avoid a 
split they would look for an excuse to put off the conference. 

Signor Spinelli could only conclude that the Soviet leaders 
wanted a final break. Casting about for a reason, he thought the 
explanation lay in the Soviet realisation that Marxist doctrine could 
not prescribe for the nuclear age; they did not need a revolutionary 
perspective but to avoid their own destruction, and they saw the 
central problem as the maintenance of peaceful coexistence with the 
United States. The Soviet Communists were seeking to free themselves 
from their revolutionary past, to play the democratic and political 
and diplomatic game with other countries. The Chinese, on the other 
hand, believed that in this stability the chance for revolution was 
greater, and therefore they adopted an aggressive attitude towards 
the United States although they wanted to avoid a direct conflict. 
But the Russians feared that any conflict may lead to major war. 
Thus they wanted a conference and wanted a split. 

Signor Albonetti said it was clear the two countries were at a 
different stage of development, had different interests, and apprec
iated the dangers of nuclear war in a different sense. The USSR was 
beginning_ to face the problems of a country with a certain political 
and economic maturity; she knew what she stood to lose and was 
trying to change her method. But this was a matter of tactics, it 
hae nothing to do with ideology. 

M. Laloy did not b-eli.eve -the USSR wanted a split with China, he 
thought she wanted a modus vivendi. If was very difficult to explain, 
but he did not share Signor Spinelli's view. 

General Beaufre wondered in this context why the Russians 
accepted the Chinese proposal for a conference on the control of 
nuclear weapons. 
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.. Mi'. Haageri!.P. raised the question i.-::1!' far it was .possible for 
the USSR to continue to support these Chinese suggestions for world 
d;i.scussions and at the. same time to· promote pragmatic arms control 
measures in Central Europe. · 

I < < -a 

·M. Laloy commented that the USSR supported the Chinese call for 
a conference after tl:!.e. United States had refused - so she knew it 
would never be held, ·'Thus there· was no real contradiction, 

. ' '.• ~ ' . 

: .. · Dr. Gasteyger agr.eed; .. the USSR would not really want such a 
. conference. He found mo.re . interesting·, however, the .fact that 

. . immediately afterwards the Chinese put 'out a lengthy statement on 
disar!3lJ!IIlent which on many points, such as'the. test' ban~ atom-free 
·zories ·and nuclear prolifera,tion and. major issues of· arms control, was 
different from the Soviet view, · · __ .. 

· · M, Lalo~ remarked on· the fact· that there.was.a great deal of 
support forhina in her conflict with the·soviet Union whibh did not 

.·extend to many aspects of China 1 s policy. The idea of gradual 
disarmament, for inst·ance·, was riow accept~C:. by many Africans and 
Asians, ·'In this sense· he found some diffic:nl ty in accepting Dr. 
Gasteyger 1 s point on page 12 of his paper· that the Chinese "see them
selves on the winning s;i.de", What did they win by the extremist 
position which·they have taken in the foreign policy and disarmament 
fields, and by the suversion and guerrilla activities they have 
supported whichwere not popular anywhere except-in South Vietnam? 
The.Chinese could have taken ari anti-Soviet line· without adopting 

. thes'e extremist positions which were opposed by many people. in the 
commimist .. movement and hardly helped China 1 s cause • · . -. . - . . . 

Dr. Gasteyger explained that the Chinese were winning in the 
sense of strengthening their influence within the communist_ movement. 
If. the USSR had convened th~ommunis t Party .conference two _years ago 
they would have won a gre<J.t·majority against'Ch;i,na, but·since then 
support for the Soviet.Union has dwindled· steadily. The Soviet 
decision to press ·on with tl}is conference· was at least partly due to 
this loss of· support. · f\lready the Chinese have succeeded -in apli tting 
some parties that do:not ;support them ou:trigh~-; 

M~ Laloy fully agr~ed that the Chinese were more than main
taining their position in their challenge to Soviet domination of the 
communist movement.· However,· he maintained his view that by adop
ting such extremist policies China-was denying herself even greater 
success in her bid for communist leadership. ' ' ' . . ' . 

Professor Howard asked about the Soviet attitude towards the 
apparent Chinese success in Africa. ·Did the .vari.ous .comm:unist groups 
coopera,te among themselves unofficially ·like the missionaries.from 
different. 'Christian churches used to do, ·regardless of their. leaders 1 

doctrinal differe'nces, ·or had the Sino-Soviet split gone. so far 
that the USSR was uninterested in· Chine~e success?. · · · 

M. Laloy found it very hard to say;. the whole' picture in the 
: . third wo.rld was very confused. In Algeria, for instance, they were 

.' pro-Soviet and pro..: Chinese at t.he same time, The only area where 
' a clear difference l:i~tween China ana the USSR wa·s apparent was Asia, 

But in Africa, were there even any native communists?. 

Dr. Jag~et saw Zanzibar ·a:s one place where the.Russi.ans and 
Chinese were cooperating, even at the moment. -But the conflict 
generally in Africa was very open. 
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Mr, BucJ:r(')-}2:' saw i t.as something of a conflict between the real 
and the ideal. If a country was denied a pie.ce of equipment, say, 
by th·e USSR it tended to approach the Chinese· who ,promised to supply 
it.· Nothing much happened - the evidence of a:ctual physical aid wqs 
small - but· he guessed ·this .was .. •how .the game .was played._ 

- ' 
Signor Albonetti, taking up' M, L8:loy'• s point, asked whether in 

Asia Russia woul·d automatically side with the -enemies of China, 
since she may·see danger in the increasing influence of China in that 

·area. ' · · 

M, Lal~J. said not automatically. This did not apply to Indo
nesia. India. was differe:r.:t, because India has been attacked by 
China; but ow?. ·could not say that in Laos,,. for instance, the USSR 

·was automatically against China. . . . 
~ - 4·1 '"': 

Signor Albsm .. ~i!.:t~. a,5reed "automatically" wqs too strong. But he 
thought India presented· a major challengeJto the USSR, in the sense 
that she could not afford to see. Chinese cJ.p~·l:r.ati.-:;n of India to an 
extent which would· increase· the exps.r','3J.t'':.t!.c'-d; uc.wsr o:f Chfna at her 
own borders; - · - · 

. .. 
He recalled that when Russia lo:w.1oh~.:l her campaign agaj_nst Ti to, 

one of the mai·il causes was said ·to be th;;:t -~~i-~:1 vms trying to form 
a federation of Balkan states, and this was consider-ed a ·danger to 
Soviet security. This was .wrapped up,in a conflict of ,ideologies, 
.although it was really a conflict of power. He did not want to deny 

. the power of ideology, however:. there was certainly an inter-relation. 

M. Laloy held that 
could not be separated; 
that they must be taken 

the power elem~nt and the.ideological element 
they reacted on. one another. so strongly 

together. · 
- ... '<'\ • 

Signor Albonetti accepted this. Howev~r, he ma;tntained .his 
point that the Russians tend to stress the ideological conflict in 
order to avoid that conflicts of power-could exist among Socialist 
countries ... ··· · 

.. 
( 5) .· The Soviet Union and the Vlest 

Professor Howard wondered whether-the actual poli9Y of the 
Communist Parties within the Western countries was a .factor l'eft out 
of the paper. To what extent was Soviet policy :);owards the West in 
general ideological terms determined by"the need to preserve a 
degree of support from the native Communist Parties? 

Signor Spinelli did·: not believe th~t Soviet. policy took account 
to any significant extent of _the West European Communist Parties. An 
individual Communist such as Togliatti, who had lived in the USSR 
for 15 years, might exercise a personal influence, but that was all, 

Dr. Gasteyger believed that if_ the Western Communist Parties 
could develop poli ti'cal criteria and show some independence from 
Moscow, their policies would become more realistic and flexible and 
they would become more significant in their respective cou~tries. 

Signor Spinelli replied that this was much more a matter of 
difficulties within the Parties than differences in relations with 
Moscow •. In the Italian Party today most of the. Stalinist"swere to 
be found in the rank and file of the party, because adherence to the 
old-doctrine gave a sense of security. This was a major problem for 
the Communists. 

'- .. 
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_ Jl'l. Laloy said-that in terms of the West, it·was only the 
French and Italian Parties which really interested the Soviet Union. 
He_ believed that Moscow did ·give some weight to their position in 
determining her policy. He agreed about the·_ problem within the · 
Communist Parties• own ranks. This in turn affected their policy 
towards the detente, for example. 

' 
General del Marmol recalled Signor Spinelli's point that the 

Russians wanted a break with'the Chinese. What would the effect of 
this be on the Italian Party, for instance? Would it weaken their 
support? 

Signor Spinelli said that at the time of the Khrushchev crisis 
the campaign was in process for the local elections, in which the 
Communists made heavy gains. The link between the Communists and 
the voters was therefore different, A split in world communism would 
undoubtedly have very serious consequences within the Italian Party, 
although it would involve the leadership rather than the rafik.and 

.. -file. He believed it was for-this reason that Togliatti had spoken 
·'of the need for a radical communist regrouping so that if there were 

a split the party would not be so idantified with what had happened 
before • 

• .;, f 

Dr. Birnbaum wondered to what extent recent developments in the 
communist bloc had changed the internal pattern of action of the West 
h'uropean Communist Parties. · Iri Sweden it had tended to make . the 
Party more respectable; because it gave them.an opportunity of.dis
playing a degree of independence of Moscow.(by criticising the conflict 
with the Chinese and the fall of Khrushchev), thereby trying to 

· ·present the image: of a general left-wing socialist party rather than 
a Moscow-dir~6t~d·party. • 

. 
. Signor Spinelli said this search for respectability was the 

reason why the Itali~h Party had recently proposed dissolving the 
''. tiocialist and' Communist Parties !'1-nd forming a new party. 
,, ...... . . . 

M. Laloy said the French Communist Party had held discussions 
with the Socialists; they wanted some understanding, especially for 
the coming elections, but he did .not see ·.a popular front in prospect. 
The French Communist Party was so firmly entrenched ·it had-not been 
shaken. -The Party''Secretary· had-expressed gratification at Khrush
chev•s departure, and immediately-afterwards the Party intellectuals 
·sent to Moscow for an explanation. It· seemed the line. was a little 
critical. · ., . . 

Dr. Gas:teyger observed that most Communist Parties in West Europe 
seem to have become more respectable, partly.tl;lrough being.more 

: tratio'nal parties' and partly through saying that theJ-nOW wimt power 
by peaceful means' and not by revolution~· 

T 

. Signor Albonetti did not-accept that because Communist Parties 
talked of adopting a· national way' to -communism_ they_ wer~. i_!ldependent. 
This y.ras the classic Communist tactic to .gain power·, · · 

General Beaufre brought the di·scussion back to Soviet relations 
.with the West, particularly in regard to Germany and the MLF. . . . 

• • ~ J ~ • 

~ M.' Laloy .said ·that before October,. it was possible to envisage 
a Soviet tactic of attempting to divilie the West by means of _a 
rapprochement with Ge_rmany. But he 'thought the new leadership were 
looking more· for rapprochement with the United States and Britain 
and eventually with France. For the moment they,were more.orientated 
towards countries outside Germany. He anticipated diplomatic 
activity in the Western capitals, but Soviet policy was still in the 
phase of maintaining the division of Germany and he did not expect 
any modification of this policy for the present. 
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Mr. Buchan did not see any new British initiatives in prospect. 
Harold Wilson had made it very clear that he· would put the NATO 
alliance first and not try to imitate Harold Macmillan's initiative 
of 1959. He was very proud of his contacts with the new Soviet 
leaders, and might be under some pressure from his own Party to hold 
talks (witness the invitation to Kosygin); but he did not see 
himself· in the role of honest broker. 

Professor Howard supported Mr. Buchan, 

Mr •. Beaton thought that Harold Wilson may not· feel any conflict 
between initiatives in Moscow and loyalty to the alliance, and, being 
very clever and experienced, he might even be able to spy a way 
forward that did not appear ·to President Johnson. l'llr. Beaton could 
imagine Harold Wilson in the role of a pace-setter, although he did 
not think he would establish a separate British influence. However, 
it must be recognised that Harold Wilson had made his reputation in 
the Labour Party as an opponent of German rearmament; while modified, 
his suspicion of Germany was still there. This would create the 
temptation to talk about thinning-out in Central Europe, for example, 
which could lead to worse relations within the alliance and espec
ially with the Germans, 

Mr. Buchan was not so sure: he thought Harold Wilson was a man 
cast by history for a major volte-face in policy or doctrine. 

M. Laloy saw signs of a strong stimulus from the Soviet side to 
find new ways and means, particularly in the form of stimulating 
European leaders into making initiatives, which must be taken into 
account. 

Asked by Dr. Gasteyger about the French Government's position, 
M. Laloy said he had no knowledge of any initiative on relations 
with the USSR. With regard to the People's Democracies, quite a 
different line of contacts was being pursued; these were of the 
normal type, with the emphasis on trade. He had noticed some activity 
from the Soviet side, but Paris was still referring to the USSR as a 
totalitarian state. The two Government's policies did meet on 
certain issues, such as the MLF and Vietnam and the general propo
sitions of the French Government towards the Atlantic system, but 
on these issues the French position was established and not related 
to any understanding with the USSR. Of course if there were any 
progress in the Soviet-American dialogue and Harold Wilson joined in, 
that might be a different question, 

General Beaufre said this raised the question of Soviet
American relations. He invited comments on the implications of 
President Johnson's invitation to the Soviet leaders. 

Signor Albonetti thought the intention was to acquaint the new 
Soviet leadership with the realities of the American way of life, 

M. Vernant thought it had to do with Vietnam. 

M. Laloy thought a desire to know the personal characteristics 
of the man on the other side was one aspect. Another was to pursue 
their permanent ideas of discussions on disarmament, non-dissemination 
and problems of arms control. In regard to Vietnam, he thought the 
Americans now judged it very difficult to see what the USSR will do. 

M. Verhant maintained that there might be some intermediary 
role for the USSR, or perhaps the Americans wanted to make clear to 
the Russians their intention to stand firm on Vietnam and their hope 
that the Russians will not make things worse. 



· · Mr. Buchan "sawra great heed. for· some direct Uni t.ed· ·states-China 
contact, .. -It 'WaS 'hi-ghly linn·atural· for two.' powers of the'ir size' not 

. ·to 'tie in some sort ·of ·.d.ia1ogue. He saw .tliis ·as likely • .'. Th:e . \Varsaw 
link .was very .weak· .... perhaps that would be· strengthened-, o£ some new 

.:proc·edure:.would,'be fou:..ti.d.:··· "... ' ,;··· 

the 

1. ".:.• : ._.-:~:.: ~. :--.: ::._~_; ... - ~ =:"-::. . .. ~:· .'.:) 
M. Laloy observed that i.t ~depended·: .on the Chihes'e·; ;· :coritra:ry. to 

general impression, the Americans were ready to do something. 
''.•-;,·' •'i.~ ~ 0 :~;. ,•'~~> .: 
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